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[Abstract- Research on corporate communications effects on politics presents an
acknowledgement of a relationship between the two topics, leaving a void in the explanation and
examination of this topic. A conceptual limitation exists on how corporations are able to
influence the American Polity, the democratic social organization within the United States. This
research begins with a historical review of how corporations gain prominence in American
society, gaining an ability to participate in the democratic social organization of the polity. A
qualitative analysis of several conceptual frameworks as data, to establish an understanding of
communications’ structure, providing a basis for corporate communication approaches for
influencing specific targets. This basis is applied to corporate communications, specifically
political engagement reports, to evaluate the findings from the conceptual analysis.]
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Corporations and the Polity
On April 20th, 2016, congressional meetings set to discuss “Democracy Spring: Money in
Politics,” an attempt to resolve the influence of money in United States politics. Representative
Bonnie Watson Coleman of New Jersey opens the meeting in defense of the American polity,
stating:
“In a Nation founded on the will of the people, States have systematically disenfranchised
those same people and it is the will of well-funded special interests that now run our
elections.”
The special interest she refers to are people, groups or organizations attempting to influence
political officials and the decisions they make in favor of any interest that will favor a particular
group. Examples include the financial sector of with insurance companies, securities and
investment firms contributing to officials pledged to overturn financial regulations. She
continues:
“But perhaps the most important issue that these rallies brought to the table is the need to
make sure that the voices of real people, not those of corporations or special interests, are
what are heard in our elections. For that, we need to create a path back from Citizens
United that allows us to regulate how money is raised and spent in elections. Because of
that ruling, we need a constitutional amendment that makes clear what common sense
already dictates: corporations are not people and shouldn’t get a say in who governs our
Nation.”
A polity is a structured society with a specific form of government, which Representative
Coleman indicates is succumbing to the influence of “big money,” large amounts of funds that
originate from corporations, defined as a complex web of trade associations, front groups, and
political organizations. Influence matters because it potentially sways representation away from
the human people of the polity towards the corporate people of the polity.
The discussion of modern political elections in the United States addresses the reliance
on large sums of money with corporations utilizing assorted methods of communications. The
methods are embedded within various concepts to influence target audiences with the goal of
creating favorable business environments that generate maximum revenue. This fusion is
important because government is seemingly now more representative of corporations than of
people.

Introduction
While American politics are for the people,” in order to form a more perfect union”,
American corporations have found methods of communicating their own preferences for the
United States polity through corporate political activity (CPA) of corporate social responsibility
and lobbying.
These actions represent corporate communications for this study. Both involve
conveyance of ideas and preferences through interaction with corporate social responsibility
(CSR) communications to stakeholders’ expectations, and lobbying, directly communicating
with government officials (legislators or regulatory office members with the duty to serve the
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people). The analysis begins with a historical perspective of how corporations become people,
actual citizen participants within the polity that can convey corporate-friendly ideals. This is
important to understand how corporations, clearly non-human parts of society, are able to gain
speech to communicate and impart corporate preference over the polity.
Techniques for processes that relay corporate preference, referred to as platforms for this
study, where corporations strategize to communicate their narratives for specific targets.
Research shows that narratives, indirect approaches for persuasion that connect and explain
viewpoints to support a particular viewpoint. As a result of, this creates an attraction to
storytelling that connects organizations with stakeholders (Coombs, 2019). Corporations
structure communications according to how the indented targets’ preferred messaging process
and those that are logically convincing to the specific target in order for corporations to
communicate and interact with the polity follows, along with explanations of how the platforms
influence American government communication concepts. The conceptual evaluation
interpretation is through a close reading of political engagement reports, analysis of findings and
proposals for applying the findings to corporate communication approaches. A framework
emerges from the synthesis of the history and theories, and utilized as a lens to inspect corporate
communications in relation to the American Polity. These findings form a framework from the
synthesis of history and conceptual theories, for use as a lens to inspect corporate
communications in relations to the American polity.
The United States is arguably a long-running social experiment of government, public
systems of organized community that is dependent on communication. A review of the
American brand of Democracy creates an analytical basis, including the underlying legal
precedent that establishes the polity. The focus is on the broader aspects of political science
which deals with political institutions along with the principle and conduct of government,
exploring the societal and influence concept characteristics of politics that corporations affect.
Thus, determining the realm that corporations exist in helps understand the methods that
corporations use to influence the polity through communications.
The identified standing principles that establish how corporations are conducting these
influences include: Ajzen’s Theory (also known as Theory of Planned Behavior), and Design
Theory, solve problems through the compilation of group insights. Stakeholder Theory helps
corporations understand organizational management and ethics to account for all for all groups
impacted by the corporation. It also aids in the corporation’s storytelling, crafting and
influencing messages for specific reception in manners for optimal reception. To this end, these
are methods for purposefully delivering influencing communications to intentional targets by
administering the conveyance through the target’s preferred approach of communication. For
this reason, identifying stakeholders’ preferred method of communications is crucial for ensuring
communication is effective in achieving its business purpose.
This approach interprets corporate communications in relation to political science, in the
broader sense of it being a social discipline instead of the intricacies of government functionality.
Politics is a communal discipline dependent on communications and the explored theories
focusing on social interpretation and decision-making to improve the anticipation of choices
from definitive groups. Central to this study is reputation, a valuable intangible asset which
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attracts other firm resources, including consumers, employees, and investors (Achen & Bartels,
2017). Positive evaluation of a corporation (or politician) fuses together with existence of an
emotional link between the consumer/voter and the organization. These emotional fusion
matters become the association generates a dependable loyalty or at least a potential for loyalty,
leading to a probable repurchase/repeat vote as well as the occurrence of positive word-ofmouth. As a result, corporate communications are vital to establish an influential reputation
within the American Polity where corporations exist.
Additional loyalty, made up of positive evaluation of corporations (or politicians) made
together with existence of an emotional link between the consumer/voter and the organization
that generates a real loyalty (or, at least a potential of loyalty, leading to a probable
repurchase/revote, even positive word-of-mouth endorsement (Coombs, 2019).
One implication for harnessing, promoting and facilitating loyalty is through Thought
Leadership (TL) helps spread the principles in corporate contexts to stakeholders. TL presents a
method for corporations to indoctrinate themselves as an authority in any aspect of the industry
that the corporation operates in, using this recognition stance to prompt opinions and
preferences. A corporation vies to establish itself as the expert in their field, communicating
why it is the crucial choice within the industry for stakeholders. It is a disservice to think of TL
as a marketing and advertising approach, although those are methods for communicating it. TL
is recognition for meticulously understanding the business a person or corporation engages with,
and answers the needs of customers with original ideas and innovative points of view. Although
thought leadership may seem trivial, strategic corporate use of TL is an apparatus for corporate
political preferences expression.
This study will find basis on theoretical concepts for communicating and apply the
concepts to corporate political activity to establish a framework that corporations utilize to
influence the American polity. The seminal proponent for corporate money in the political
elections stems from the Supreme Court decision in Citizens United v. Federal Election
Committee (Citizen United). This case set the precedent for corporate money to influence
politics.

Corporations Becoming People
Representative Coleman alludes to corporations being people that should not get a say in
who governs the nation. Understanding how corporations can become members of the polity,
both voicing positions and making decisions, helps to determine methods for this process by
understanding how and why corporations gain person standing.
I.

Democracy and Corporate Personhood Procedural Posture

The discussion of corporation as communicating member of the polity may seem trivial,
but it draws reflection on how corporations assume a dominate place in the American brand of
democracy. Consequently, corporations must assume the role of people, to participate in the
polity. Though an entirely separate project and topic subject, democracy, it is necessary to the
ideals of the government thinkers- Aristotle, John Locke, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Thomas
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Jefferson, Alexis de Tocqueville, and Abraham Lincoln- helps establish a Populist Democracy
foundation for America’s founding fathers (a societal system depending on a spectrum of
political viewpoints to represent the perspectives of the people), which corporations endeavor to
influence. As a result, these fundamental theorists also set a basis for corporations to
conceptualize communications.
Aristotle defines a constitution as “a certain ordering of the inhabitants of the city-state”
(Aristotle & Jowett, 2009). Locke argues that people have rights, such as the “right to life,
liberty, and property, that have a foundation independent of the laws of any particular society”
(Locke, 1924). Rousseau states “Hence the question, which is absolutely the best Government,
does not admit to a solution because it is indeterminate.… [There are] as many good solutions as
there are possible combinations in the absolute and the relative positions of peoples” (Achen &
Bartels, 2017). Jefferson affirms “I hope we shall crush in its birth the aristocracy of our monied
corporations which dare already to challenge our government to a trial by strength, and bid
defiance to the laws of our country.” (Mcwhorter, 2017). De Tocqueville voices interest in
“Defending rights against the encroachments of the government saves the common liberties of
the country.” (Winkler, 2018). James Madison summarizes the entirety of those intentions,
saying that government is dependent on “the great body of the people.”
Abstractly setting the stage for corporations, the founding fathers, including Madison and
Jefferson, wrote the Federalist Papers, a series of essays arguing for the 1787 ratification of the
U.S. Constitution. 1861-1865 saw the American Civil War, primarily over the dispute between
the Northern and Southern states to abolish slavery. It follows, then, that the genesis of
corporations entangles the American Civil War, specifically by the purpose of the 14th
amendment and how it is appropriated. The importance of this is to understand how corporations
are able to participate in the political system that exists in the United States, freely conveying
influence.
The subclass of populist democracy is possible in two versions. One where the public
elect politicians to represent their views and carry out their will. The other version is via direct
democracy, where the public choose governing policy themselves unmediated, with no
representatives or electoral college. In both circumstances, firms (businesses, nonprofits, limited
liability companies, etc.) can utilize various approaches of public relations through corporate
messages. For this reason, both versions impact preferences, and finds ways to influence the
political conversation.
Continuing with the progression of how corporations gained political standing, 1868 saw
the adoption of the 14th Amendment to the Constitution of the United States. The amendment
granted citizenship to all persons born or naturalized in the United States, proposed as the civil
rights protections for all Americans, namely the forcible American inclusion of African descent
individuals. In fact, the breakthrough 14th Amendment’s adoption after the Civil War grants
rights to freed slaves with no intention to protect corporations, yet curiously allows corporations
the same freedoms, by way of railroad corporations’ litigation.
Corporations Gaining the 1st Amendment Rights
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Between 1868 and 1912, of all the 14th Amendment cases heard by the United States
Supreme Court, 28 cases dealt with the rights of African Americans and 312 cases dealt with the
rights of corporations. For example, while the court was upholding Jim Crow laws (state and
local laws enforcing segregation) in cases such as Plessy v. Ferguson (1896)), it also grants 14th
Amendment personhood rights to railroad corporations. To put it bluntly, he Supreme Court
decision for African American citizenship leads to an intricate procession of corporate legal
proceedings, including nullification of minimum-wage laws, restricting collective bargaining
efforts, voiding manufacturing restrictions, and even overturning a law regulating the weight of
commercial loaves of bread, all under the authority of the 14th Amendment intended for freed
slaves (Achen & Bartels, 2017).
South Pacific Railroad pushes back against Santa Clara County in 1886, claiming it was
unconstitutional under the 14th Amendment when law makers attempting to impose a special tax
on railroad property. South Pacific pressed to win rights of equal protection and due process for
corporations (118 U.S. 394). The Court rules that the assessment for taxation on the railway
corporations, are in violation of the 14th Amendment, marking the assessment of property at full
value without deductions, as is ruled for corporations as it is for natural persons. Chief Justice
Morrison Waite, overseeing the case, wrote a headnote stating:
“The Court does not wish to hear argument on the question whether the provision in the
Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution which forbids a state to deny to any person
within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws applies to these corporations. We
are all of opinion that it does.”
However, this note is not part of the court’s decision and corporations are then seen to
assume the role of natural persons. Corporations gain the rights of citizens because of the note’s
use as part of the decision coupled with the ruling’s acceptance of the two railroads.
Specifically, the inclusion occurs when the New York Tribune printed an article titled Civil
Rights of Corporations which mistakenly reports the circuit court declares corporations are
“persons”. The article reports on corporations confronting unfavorable regulations and laws by
distorting the 14th Amendment’s original intent to guard former slaves from discrimination. The
corporations use it as a corporate defense, allowing corporations to assume the protections and
status of American citizens. The article read (with selected key parts in bold):
CIVIL RIGHTS OF CORPORATIONS
New - York Tribune (1866-1899); Dec 19, 1882;
ProQuest Historical Newspapers: New York Tribune / Herald Tribune pg. 4
Civil Rights of Corporations
The controversy popularly known as "the railroad tax cases," which has been assigned for argument
during this week in the Supreme Court at Washington, involves constitutional questions of the gravest
interest. It arose in California, where the taxes laid by the State upon railroad corporations during
1880 and 1881 were so heavy that several of the companies affected (the Southern Pacific Railroad
Company in particular) determined on applying to the Federal Courts for relief. A specific grievance was
that although the road was subject to a large mortgage, the assessors had appraised the entire property at
actual value, yet they were accustomed to allow to natural persons under similar circumstances a
deduction for debts. Many readers will remember that a like complaint was made a few years ago, by
National banks in New-York State, which defeated the tax laid by the State on bank shares, on the ground
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that the owners had not been allowed a deduction for debts such as the State law allows to individual
taxpayers generally. This success was achieved under the provisions of the Federal law peculiar to banks.
The claim made by the California railroad companies is much broader. It is founded on the declaration
of the Fourteenth Amendment that "no State shall deny to any person within its jurisdiction the
equal protection of the laws," and embraces, so far as we can discern, corporations of all kinds
throughout the country.
The claims of the railroads and the positions taken in their behalf by the Circuit Court, whose decision
was in their favor, are substantially these: 1. That corporations are "persons" with the protection of the
amendment. True, the people in adopting the amendment had the lately freed negroes chiefly in view,
but the amendment cannot be limited to the negroes-it protects all classes of persons. Now,
corporations are "artificial persons," and there is nothing in the amendment to say that natural
persons only were intended. Moreover, a corporation is only a society of natural persons, and the
purposes of the amendment would be but partly accomplished if natural persons were protected as separate
individuals only, and might be oppressed at pleasure by the States whenever they were found united in
firms, societies or companies. 2. That equal protection of the laws includes security in rights of property as
well as in life and personal liberty, and forbids the States to un-pose unjust of unequal taxes. It cannot be
said that all persons enjoy equal protection in a State whose laws allow different persons to be taxed on like
property similarly situated at different rates; where, for instance, one person is taxed at only one per cent
be- because he is white, another at two per cent because he is black, a third at five per cent because he is
yellow; or where property-owners are taxed more heavily on capital which they own in common under the
forms of a partnership of corporation than they would be on corresponding sums invested in a like
enterprise, but owned separately.
If these positions shall be permanently established by decree of the Supreme Court the result may be
to give to corporations a resort to Federal Courts wherever they think that State laws operate
unequally against them, and to give a like privilege to taxpayers complaining that the State system of
taxation is not equal and uniform.

Legal precedent is a standard of the American legal system where a principle or rule
establishes after the decision in a previous case. The decision in the South Pacific Railroad case
remerges in defense of First National Bank of Boston against a Massachusetts state act for tax
policy. In First National Bank of Boston v. Bellotti in 1978, the bank fights to win political
speech rights, three decades before Citizens United. The Supreme Court holds that corporations
have a First Amendment right to make contributions to ballot initiative campaigns (Figure 6).
After all, the First guarantees freedom of expression, prohibiting Congress from restricting the
press or individuals from this First Amendment right.
Yet in 1907, the Tilman Act is the first legislation passed prohibiting monetary
contributions to national political campaigns. The Supreme Court overrules this in 1978 in First
National Bank of Boston v. Belloti. This issue rearises in 1990, in Austin v. Michigan over the
Michigan Campaign Finance Act of 1976. Ultimately, the Act prohibits corporations from using
company treasury money to make independent expenditures, supporting or opposing candidates
in elections, and does not violate the First and Fourteenth Amendments. When done in this
manner, the funds do not require disclosure and they remain invisible:
Michigan Campaign Finance Act - Act 388 of 1976
169.255 Segregated fund for political purposes; establishment by connected organization; limitations;
solicitation of contributions; prohibited practices; contribution to separate segregated fund; disproportionate
in-kind contributions for prizes; violation; penalty; exception; definitions.
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The Court upheld the restriction on corporate speech, stating, "Corporate wealth can unfairly influence
elections”, however, the Michigan law still allows the corporation to make such expenditures from a
segregated fund, separate from a corporation’s main financial holdings.

Congress later passes the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act (BCRA, also known as the
McCain-Feingold Act) in 2002. This eliminates all soft money donations (defined as money
contributions from a political party or PAC, with no limits attached to the amount) to the national
political party committees, also doubling the contribution limit of hard money (defined as direct
contributions to a political candidate, only coming from individuals or PACs, following strict
limits set by the Federal Election Committee [FEC]), from $1,000 to $2,000 per election cycle,
with a built-in increase for inflation. To this end, in 2003 the Supreme Court’s decision in
McConnel v. FEC upheld the constitutionality of most of the BCRA, finding that limits on
expenditures of corporate money is an unconstitutional burden to political speech and allows
regulations of political advertisements using advocacy words (“vote for” or “vote against”).
The BCRA defines this as electioneering communications is- “any broadcast, cable or satellite
communication that refers to a clearly identified federal candidate, is publicly distributed within
30 days of a primary or 60 days of a general election and is targeted to the relevant electorate.”
Political science shows how corporations manage more political activity in “upper level”
politics than smaller companies are able to accomplish, further showing corporation influence
execution of business preferences for policies that will benefit their industry (Winkler, 2018). As
mentioned, voters embrace the opinions of their parties, who adopt positions from social groups.
Ethnic, occupational, religious, racial, and corporate groups employ specific interests through
communications that speak to how people feel (about the current economy and their political
loyalties), inducing voters to assume positions advantageous to those groups, away from the
people themselves. Corporations tune political decisions within policies, to issues dependent on
either rational or illogical thought processes. Because most people lack experience of sorting
truth from ideals, or have the experience to do so correctly, persuasiveness of communications
speaks to voters’ self-importance, which shows in the political realm through voting habits.
An unlikely source of political communication is the unseen system of political
messaging is hidden within the electoral college system. This ingenious creation by the founding
fathers is a system where a unified story is brought to the entire polity, for appointing the highest
executive position and overall value stance for the polity. The system allows for a message to
reach individuals who would not receive it otherwise. The electoral college’s purpose to act as a
constitutional insurance of liberty, a guarantee to all citizens, corporate or human.
The system resolves having a democracy within a republic, making elective leadership
possible. It allows for states to contribute preferences to a federal system. In doing so, it
consents for a unified message. The electoral college allows for idea refinement and
enlargement amongst different interests, balancing between primary and secondary opinions. It
allows for building a consensus over a large group, permitting for coalitions to voice their
concerns unified by definite principles. This creates consensus out of New York, Boston,
Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Seattle, where populations are large.
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The electoral college makes communication of positions and ideals essential. Otherwise,
elections would fragment to highly populated locales. Data drives what and where messages
should target, allowing for comprehensive message formation to reach a majority of voters.
Without it, based on a popular vote, elections would concentrate around candidates receiving
total percentages of 23%, 25%, and 32%, without a clear winner due to over saturation of
smaller, individualized groups. The electoral college creates a two party dominate system where
communications are clear and unified, forcing candidate to make broad communications to
appeal to a majority of the polity. The electoral college communication structure pushes the
polity to a mainstream, ensuring a stable democracy.
This entire communication structure finds credence though the 1st Amendment of the
United States Constitution (Figure 6). It assures that Congress shall make no law abridging the
freedom of speech. The United States Constitution, which is written on behalf of the people of
the United States to provide common defense. As a result, freedom of speech defense finds
application to corporations, by way of slavery, via railroad companies, transferring to campaign
finance disputes in the Supreme Court.
II.
Citizen’s United
Representative Coleman continues her address regarding the democratic process being
under attack by stating:
“Citizens United, another misguided Supreme Court decision, has unleashed a flood of money from rich
donors and powerful corporations that is now drowning out the voice of the American people.
In the 2014 elections, the top 100 donors to super-PACs gave nearly as much as 4.75 million small donors
combined. This election cycle, the Koch brothers alone have pledged to spend almost $900 million.”

2014 was not a nation presidential election year, but money was still a dominate part of
congressional, senate and local elections.
During Hilary Clinton’s presidential run in in 2008, Citizen’s United, a non-profit
organization, releases a document critical of her. Of the multiple laws and statues involved, 2
USC §441b-6b oversees electioneering communications, which determines if such a
communication exists if:
In general the term “electioneering communication” means any broadcast, cable, or satellite
communication which— (I)refers to a clearly identified candidate for Federal office; (II)is made
within— (aa)60 days before a general, special, or runoff election for the office sought by the
candidate; or (bb)30 days before a primary or preference election, or a convention or caucus of a
political party that has authority to nominate a candidate, for the office sought by the candidate; and
(III)in the case of a communication which refers to a candidate for an office other than President
or Vice President, is targeted to the relevant electorate.

Citizen United is a U.S. Supreme Court case concerning campaign finance. The Court
held that the free speech clause of the First Amendment prohibits the government from
restricting independent expenditures for political communications by corporations. This
includes nonprofit corporations, labor unions, and other associations, citing the First National
Bank of Boston case. On January 3rd, 2012 26 United States Code (USC) (bills approved by
Congress and signed into law by the sitting President). § 501(c)(4) specifies:
Corporations, and any community chest, fund, or foundation, organized and operated exclusively for
religious, charitable, scientific, testing for public safety, literary, or educational purposes, or to foster
national or international amateur sports competition (but only if no part of its activities involve the
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provision of athletic facilities or equipment), or for the prevention of cruelty to children or animals, no part
of the net earnings of which insures to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual, no substantial
part of the activities of which is carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attempting, to influence
legislation (except as otherwise provided in subsection (h)), and which does not participate in, or
intervene in (including the publishing or distributing of statements), any political campaign on behalf
of (or in opposition to) any candidate for public office.

While the U.S. legal system binds corporations to the boundaries of the 1st Amendment in
terms of speech, a Political Action Committee (PAC), either created by or communicating on the
behalf of a corporation, can still speak for a corporation as a separate entity. This upholds the
separation requirement set in the 1990 Austin v. Michigan case, allowing for unrestricted funds
inclusion into politics.
PACs can legally make contributions directly to candidates with this legal decision from
Austin v. Michigan. Many PACs commit to a precise policy issue or field, such as
environmental issues and the Sierra Club, or gun regulation and the NRA (Norton & Pildes,
2020). Super PACs can as well, also release communications on behalf of corporations
anonymously, allowing these firms to express, promote and/or support concepts that influence
how people vote, with company’s intention to persuade. However, the main difference is that
Super PACs expend to influence campaigns without directly aligning with those campaigns
(Norton & Pildes, 2020). These methods of communication are for pursuit of interests beneficial
to a corporation, under the guise of a separate entity.
While Citizens United sharply limited campaign finance, it also held that political
spending is a form of protected speech under the 1st Amendment and that “government may
regulate… but it may not suppress that speech altogether.” 26 USC §527 is a congressional
measure that regulates this form of speech through campaign finance, allowing Super PACs
facilitated by Austin v. Michigan, to accept unlimited contributions from, unions, wealthy
individual donors and corporations. In 2017, revision of the 1995 2 USC § 1601 occurs,
allowing exemption of in-house lobbyists from registration if it does not exceed $13,000 during a
quarterly period, $3,000 for an outside lobbying firm.
As corporations gain ground in establishing methods to utilize 14th Amendment, they
began to find various approaches for communicating their intentions and preferences.
Representative Coleman states “but perhaps the most important issue that these rallies brought to
the table is the need to make sure that the voices of real people, not those of corporations or
special interests, are what are heard in our elections. For that, we need to create a path back from
Citizens United that allows us to regulate how money is raised and spent in elections.”
III.

Platforms

Communication is a requirement for any relationship. Corporations utilize different
methods as platforms, systems to affirm stances with stakeholders.
Corporations’ aptitude to initiate contact with various facets of the American Polity is
through specific usage of strategic tactics. The umbrella approach for corporate conveyance of
preference is through the platforms of American Government and Corporate Political Activity.
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This section will explore these outlets of discussion and idea exchange, which corporations
utilize these platforms as communication devices.
American Government
As with a historical context, a discussion of corporations’ effects on politics also requires
a brief American government background.
Conceptions of American politics are based on the notion of folk theory democracy. Folk
theory provides a blueprint for American government on the idea that popular judgements by
knowledgeable and active participants will create policy according to on the public’s desires.
Government legislature acts on these concerns to maintain the polity’s approval and support.
Thus, the voting public supports, elects and embraces leaders who embody their views with the
expectation of enacting these views into government. This process is dependent on
communication.
The foundational principle of government is that people live in groups. These legislative
groups have a thought process/processes, finding influence from underlying culture with various
subcultures. The subcultures involve stealthily conditioned reward(s) connecting these
individuals/groups such as adherence to group ideals. This process improves by capitalizing on
the knowingly enhanced brand equity, the value consumers or voters perceive. Consequently,
this accomplishes a perception of a thought leader, increasing a corporation or politician’s
influence within the polity accomplished with the perception of a thought leader, increasing a
corporation’s influence within the polity.
Electioneering is a broad process of presenting candidates and their ideas to an electorate,
in either a genuine of manufactured conveyance, to gain support. The process occurs using
interpersonal interactions, aided by communication methods through various media systems.
Electioneering includes campaigning, dissemination of information about a candidate,
persuading voters towards a candidate or a particular position, even raising funds for a favorable
election. It holds that the corporate ambition is to influence the constituent electorate to make
decisions based on economic and political policies the corporations believe government should
adopt. In the Supreme Court case of Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1 (1976), the Supreme Court
decides that “Eight Magic Words” determine the difference between electioneering and issue
advocation: "vote for," "elect," "support", "cast your ballot for", "Smith for Congress", "vote
against", "defeat", "reject", or any variations thereof.
The purpose of electioneering communications is to convey a political opinion. The
Federal Election Commission (FEC) defines it as:
“An electioneering communication is any broadcast, cable or satellite communication that refers to a
clearly identified federal candidate, is publicly distributed within 30 days of a primary or 60 days of a
general election and is targeted to the relevant electorate.”

The FEC also affirms corporations as people, stating:
“Individuals and other persons, including corporations and labor organizations may make electioneering
communications.”

Authoritative Marketing
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Corporations utilize tailored styles of TL, a harmonizing concept of guiding subcultures
to unify a target group of personnel, constituent(s) (Zerfass & Viertmann, 2017). This approach
is a covert tactic of persuasion that leads to credibility, gaining the trust of consumers. For this
reason, corporations develop a noticeable presence and encourage causative calls-to-action that
benefit the company’s bottom-line, both profit and distinction, positioning as a definitive leader
with an authentic reputation.
A corporate reputation is the admiration and respect a person/group hold for an
organization at a point in time (Dowling, 2016). Reputations are a complex classification based
on scales, comprising of a general estimation scale (different groups of stakeholders’ opinions on
the presence of a good or bad overall reputation), multiple estimation scale (the various types of
reputation, good, bad, or neutral, that people may have) and comparative scale (one entity against
another (Dowling, 2016). Together, corporate measures focus on people’s reflections directly,
rather than determining regulation on a list of organizational attributes, ranging across
dimensions such as financial performance, vision, leadership, workplace environment, emotional
appeal and social responsibility.
Thought leadership is a concept with a myriad of descriptions around the idea that a
person or company is noticeably benefitting on their brand’s steadfast reputation within an
industry (Waheed et al., 2019). The reputation finds support or meaning from the corporation’s
values. TL requires that reputation alone is a capitalizing attribute that enhances brand value. A
distinct thought leadership profile outlines the type of messages a company releases and provides
an outline that structures both internal and external communications. Therefore, TL may also
serve as a subtle vehicle for a corporation’s political intention dispersion, an electioneering push.
Corporate Political Activity
CPA is a broad umbrella for correspondence by corporations operating as rational agents,
expected to return greater benefits (profit due to notoriety, repeat and new business, etc.) than the
cost of the action of producing and distributing these communications. Typically, campaign
contributions (from a corporation to a campaign, party, and/or political initiative) take a costbenefit approach to verify that any action will help the company’s bottom-line more than the
action’s cost. Arthur Stinchcombe, a social scientist and economic sociology scholar, states that
decisions to engage are based on the predication of what will happen if a company acts
politically (Drutman, 2017).
The broad umbrella, again, leaves a problem of an exact definition of CPA. Actions
overlap with other business goals and focuses such as business ethics, environmental
responsibility, corporate accountability, and sustainable business models. This subdivision of
communications further creates a corporate citizen within the Polity due to the mixing of
activism, insinuating that the corporation is a contributing person, corporate personhood, with
actions focusing on societal matters.
Reasoned predictions of how consumers will react become the basis for a company’s
rationality towards communication plans, in line with Stinchcombe’s decision stipulation, also
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leading to make political action decisions. These predictions arise from available information
and the interpretation of that information. As Stinchcombe declares, “the core structure of
organizations, then, is information processing”. Corporations that engage in politics are seeking
to get something (outcomes in the form of industry accommodating policy form, that will benefit
the corporation) for a price (the amount spent on lobbying and other political activities).
Strategic use of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and political lobbying efforts are
approaches corporations employ to persuasively gain influence and favor within the business
landscape. CSR focuses on persona improvement, refining a company’s public identity, as a
productive citizen in the polity. These corporate tactics are part of the evolving method of
Corporate Political Activity (CPA). It follows, then, that corporate reputation research indicates
that CSR investment is likely to exert a positive influence on stakeholders and the general
public’s evaluation of firms, helping to construct a productive citizen (Kelley et al., 2019).

Literature Review
The participation of corporations in American politics occurs overtly, through lobbying
efforts, covertly through targeted contributions with PACs, and by other obscure methods of
CPA incorporated into other communications. Theories explored include Design Theory,
Methods of Persuasion (comprised of Egos, Logos & Pathos concurrently, with Stakeholder
Theory), and Thought Leadership, to attain how corporations utilize these methods of
communications to influence the polity.
Reviewing the principles set a basis for analysis based on the established theory, and an
application for the theory’s use to communicate preference to the shareholders
Theoretical Concepts
A concept has components which defines it. The qualitative method aiming at building a
conceptual framework for phenomena, an observable circumstance, comprises of
multidisciplinary bodies of knowledge (Jabareen, 2009). These concepts as distinct and not
separable. No concepts are from one component. The following conceptual theories are suitable
for building a conceptual structure for the observable circumstance, phenomenon of,
corporations affecting the American political system.
I.

Persuasion

Basis
As with all politics, persuasion is an integral aspect of gaining support for civic positions
that affect the entire polity. These messages to the American polity have grown to require
immense quantities of funding. Corporations voluntarily provide funding to causes, groups,
initiatives/politicians beneficial for support and advancement, also strategically for political and
sustainability objectives. These contributions are communications showing support for the
cause, initiatives, etc., that in-turn fund messages and ideas that permeate out into the polity,
taking the political views with it.
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The American Polity is rife with policy standoffs between political parties. Convictions
and angsts encourage differences and these distinctions fuels political alignment between liberals
and conservatives (Feinberg & Willer, 2019). Persuasion provides support for an organizing
ideal, finding structure on moral concerns to influence the consumers and voters that share those
concerns. Matching a message to personal concerns and tenants causes messages to resonate
with intended political discourse groups. Adhering to underlying ethics, communications will
speak to the convictions of the target and prove appealing to follow a corporate guided
perspective.
Persuasion is central to advertising and marketing, public relations, organizational
communication, influence/information operations, psychological operations and strategic
communications (Bakir et al., 2018). Persuasion consciously avoids deception and manipulation,
creating a two-way, balanced exchange of ideas. There is an importance to match an
idea/argument to a message with the recipient’s personal concerns and values, in order to
resonate with the receiver effectively to prove persuasive (Bakir et al., 2018).
Application
Utilizing persuasion by structuring moral platforms, a message can coax targets to
support or lean towards a position that they would not have otherwise. Studies have shown, for
example, that arguments about climate change can persuade conservative support of
environmental policy where they would not otherwise by using arguments appealing to voters’
loyalty, authority, and sanctity foundations- these studies also show that Democratic voters favor
candidates that support care and fairness moral foundations, while Republican voters sturdily
support loyalty, authority, and sanctity foundations (Feinberg & Willer, 2019). Optimal
persuasion by a partial entity structures the information to intended targets by speaking to the
specific standard(s) the target will approve. Persuasion is the underlying intent of all remaining
concepts.
II.
Ajzen Theory
Basis
Ajzen’s Theory (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1969), known as the Theory of Informed Behavior,
endeavors to link the beliefs of an individual to their behavior. This concept defines any human
interaction through three steps that inform behaviors:
1. An action’s evaluation determines if the behavior’s interpretation is positive
2. There is an evaluation to determine if there is a significant group of other people who
would want to have the behavior performed
3. The higher intention or motivation of the behavior’s evaluation determines if a positive
personal outcome is achievable
While the theory does not fully account for variance in intentions, Ajzen found that
“feedback, positive or negative, is likely to change a person’s behavioral, normative and control
believe and this affect futures intentions and actions.” However, Ajzen recognizes that
intentions are also poor predictors of performance, even in the immediate timeframe.
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Beliefs reflect information that people have in relation to the performance of a behavior,
yet this information is frequently erroneous. Even if biased, inaccurate, or wrong, beliefs
produce indications, perspectives, and behaviors. The accumulation of addressing alternative
behaviors allows for the measure of anticipated reaction to the alternate reward measure. Thus,
when different beliefs are active, altered intentions can arise.
Application
Informed behavior speaks to how voters will potentially vote. Corporations strategize
their communications with marketing and advertising, designing a communications approach
that will best suit their commercial aspirations.
III.

Design Theory

Basis
Design Theory uses a problem-solving approach to unravel complex obstacles with
solutions in ways that benefits prospective users. The process involves developing an
understanding of the intended end user, specifically asking questions from the user to confidently
solve the problem. Questions can include (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1969):
a. What really is the problem? (Empathize)
b. How does this impact users? (Define)
c. What ideas are feasible to solve this problem? (Ideate)
d. How are some ways this can resolved? (Prototype)
e. How can this test the complete outcome of the process, to ensure it is effective? (Test)
It also can include hands-on experimenting with potential solutions, allowing for creative
problem solving using different perspectives from multiple viewpoints of various sources,
instead of the usual status quo solutions. After empathizing and defining the problem, the
process can move to separate phases as needed, in no designated order, and might require
revisiting a particular previous tenant with further revelations.
This process is for creative problem solving, positioned around engaging in an open
process of inquiry, with the ability to “think outside the box”- it will allow introduction of new
possibilities and ideas to high-level policy makers, potentially allowing for creative solutions to
complex problems (Considine, 2012). For this reason, Design Theory focuses on creative tasks
arising from emotion and positive interruption, and is purposely dependent on human-centered
thinking which put the user first, to create a design for an intended audience, ultimately creating
value for the group.
Application
Design Theory is useful for discovering what aspects of a plan or the current state is not
idyllic for a specific situation. Interpretation of public policy is typically on a subjective basis.
This does not allow for an improvement in comprehension, responsiveness, or the ability to
innovate. To this end, a critical step in this process is to separate the issue of purposiveness from
the strict requirements of social seeking behavior.
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Applied to political structure and policy making, it is possible to form stronger public
policy for the polity using a design method. The process can assist policy decision making by
beginning with rigorous appraisal of problems and potential solutions, supported by data
gathering. Design starts with an individual vantage point, creating a common problem from their
vantage point instead of the vantage point of an observer, i.e. a politician, governmental
committee or court. This allows for the potential of recognition of patterns which can alleviate
the issue by a process of questioning:
1. Investigate the problem
2. Investigate the assumptions
3. Investigate the implications
The process helps especially with vague problems/difficulties, allowing for reframing of the
problem in a human-centric way, a technique that involves human perspectives at all steps of the
problem-solving process. Two-way communication is necessary for this process, to deliberate
obstacles and develop solutions. This can help prevent a top-down policy approach that a
constituency or consumer group does not accept/approve of.
Design Theory for policy making must be realistic, founded in current conditions and
values. This calls for an appeal for consistency of a common goal. This is an opportunity for
corporations to spread such communications to their consumers, and advertise to those who are
not. Both methods assist individuals to better align with a corporation, improving potential to
support political allegiances. Influence occurs through political messaging that accompany
products or the company’s general message, CSR, and/or TL. From a psychological standpoint
of political science, the data obtained from a Design Theory method can act as an adaptation
apparatus for use in communications, symbolism, and values that firms use on target audiences,
by shaping communications specifically towards the audiences’ interests.
This presents an opportunity for a corporation or a government to create a user-centered
process, and create a more perfect Union.
IV.

Stakeholder Theory

Basis
Stakeholder Theory (ST) revolves around business ethics and firm management that
promotes practical, ethical, and efficient strategies that manage organizational matters under
distinct environmental conditions. ST nurtures business and social issues, incorporating both
into the strategic planning of the organization (Waheed et al., 2019). This involves structuring
strategy around buying behavior of consumers of risky/innovative products or services, the
cognitive tendency of consumer for high degree products (such as financial services,
legal/accounting services, chemical/chemical product services, etc.). Stakeholders are individual
groups that a company needs support from, in order to function, that a company supports, by
providing goods and services for revenue. In the same way, ST helps establish a sustainable
business model to keep external stakeholders, customers, suppliers, communities, government
agencies, investors, as well as internal stakeholders, which include employees and managers,
engaged and motivated for the business’ success.
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Whether it is to purchase a company’s products/services, provide a community for its
offices and factories, or laws that govern and protect it, CSR activities build relationships with
stakeholders and act as a proponent of growth that also enhances a firms’ reputation. These
types of communications can also function as a method to expand and maintain stakeholders,
where CSR intends to show a company’s accountability towards diverse stakeholders in
particular and/or society as a whole (Javed, 2019). Strategic investments in what stakeholders
find important is different to every company, and becomes apparent to a corporation from an
open relationship with those stakeholders. Showcasing CSR initiative progress to stakeholders
and the public allows an opportunity to share a firm’s values. As a result, initiatives can assist
environmental, sustainability, ethics, or philanthropic efforts, based on stakeholder preferences
for corporate bolstering.
Application
A firm’s stakeholder strategy, preferably, will revolve around the political positions that
will best benefit the bottom-line. The organizational management (ensuring all planning,
organizing, and control of resources with an entity are all in line to achieving the same goal.),
guided with moral and business ethics (a corporation’s public demeanors and principles towards
all actions a company conducts) will result from the laws and guidelines of the industry/business
that the corporation is involved with. It will address all the stakeholders involved with and
around the business for best results. Therefore, stakeholders include employees, shareholders,
investors, customers, owners, financiers, competitors, suppliers, distributors, and labor unions.
Government is also a stakeholder, including regulatory agencies, legislative bodies, even national
and local communities that interact with the corporation in anyway.
While substantive proof of the exact effects of CSR initiatives are not conclusive, many
consumers attraction is greater to organizations that incorporate CSR practices, with studies
showing the positive influence of CSR and its effects on consumer behavior (Waheed et al.,
2019). In other words, this encourages the use of CSR initiatives to build a positive relationship
following, especially in a competitive environment to aid market sustainability with consumers.
V.

Storytelling

Basis
Enticing communications comprise Ethos (integrity and credibility), Logos (rational
structure and persuasion), and Pathos (systematic appeal to emotions/heuristic), to prove
relatable in delivering a specific message. They offer an appealing and convincing rhetoric, an
allure, that an audience is receptive to. Aligning a company’s narrative with a cogent thought
leadership principle, assists in telling a story that consumers/constituents can gravitate towards
and are allegiant to. For this reason, storytelling offers a controlled technique to reinforce
reputation.
Politics habitually feed off emotion, shifting from judgements based on rationality. This
reflects a modification of American politics, away from strictly member-based politics
(Democrat/Republican, Liberal/Conservative) and more towards issue-based voting (oil/fuel
dependencies, environmental preservation, taxes, education, infrastructure maintenance,
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healthcare access, etc.) due to the inclusion of storytelling into political communications.
Individual issues can align with a specific political party or ideology, but these alignments are
proving to outweigh traditional party belief allegiances. Persuasion is an approach to
accomplishing these alignments with stakeholders. In short, storytelling is the vehicle for
persuasion.
Storytelling is consequently a strategic apparatus to develop the persuasive power of facts
by integrating evidence proofs into stories (citation). Surrounding facts with an appealing story
can allow lend the message more persuasive capability. While strong facts may undermine
persuasion, weak facts benefit from compelling storytelling. Therefore, stories should focus on
strategically enhancing necessary facts, information with an objective reality. The nature of a
fact-based story reduces the inclination for counter arguments, which people tend to generate in
defense. Stories provide a pervasive benefit to influence when based on facts.
Politicians use amassed data to identify supporters and opponents of a candidate’s policy
positions (Endres, 2019). Thus, this usage helps develop a method for sculpting a narrative for
the intended group by creating a connection with them, and storytelling to communicate the
information in a manner that draws votes, or purchases for a business.
Application
Storytelling presents a way of influencing the stakeholders of a corporation, similar to
constituents of a politician. The Merriam-Webster definition for influence is:
1: the power or capacity of causing an effect in indirect or intangible ways; sway
2a: the act or power of producing an effect without apparent exertion of force or
direct exercise of command
b: corrupt interference with authority for personal gain
This power comes by compounding stakeholder theory and persuasion into a consistent
narrative. Narrative storytelling allows the storyteller to overcome any barriers to an audience,
the people that the storyteller intends to persuade or ensure continued allegiance with current
stakeholders. A narrative is a prevailing way to interrupt resistance and connect data, facts and
analysis inviting people to comfortably engage with the storyteller’s data. For this reason,
storytelling is a facilitator of persuasion for allowing an audience to follow, connect to and
understand a perspective.
The human mind dictates how it processes and recalls information. Information
implantation is determined by the mind. Storytelling is a method to create connection,
presenting an ideal administrator of persuasion. This is a crucial function of all communications,
an effective method of linking marketing messages, emphasizing a brand in a natural way, and
building both connection and loyalty thought this engagement with stakeholders by connecting
with them.
Pathos
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Pathos is an appeal to emotions. It also calls to heuristics, a predetermined ideology that
is already guiding an individual in their decision making. Heuristics guide decision-making, by
either allowing an individual to follow influences or reject them. In both cases, heuristics guide
information processing and determine ideologies which organizations craft stories towards,
ensuring individuals process information in a frame that the audience is inclined to accept. In the
United States, this occurs as competition between the major political parties’ competitive
wrestling to influence the information-processing of voters, habitually through established
heuristics (Entman, 2010). Accordingly, a call to action employing emotion as conveyance
presents an effective method for establishing reputation, and as a central component of all
storytelling.
Influence
Corporate influence occurs in most industries. For instance, in healthcare, “companies
develop close relationships with public health agencies, research universities, academic medical
centers, professional societies, and patient advocacy organizations—often funding medical
research and public health interventions intended to address the very challenges these
corporations are creating or exacerbating.” (Marks, 2020). Contributions are a result of this type
of communication, with corporations providing funds to these recipients of causes or precedents
the company has interest in furthering.
Certain corporations may have the convenience of having large sums of wealth that is
useful for achieving effects that would not have otherwise been possible. The means are
sometimes blatant and in full view, but often, they are not within the purview of the public. The
endgame of influence is to create loyalty. This occurs by creating a narrative, a story that will
resonate with the target group. Ajzen’s theory deployment to inform behavior helps determine
how to link what a consumer believes and how they will perform due to those beliefs.
Corporate reputation, a public image, is a driver of customer loyalty (Leaniz and
Rodriguiz, 2016). Additional loyalty occurs when a company initiates an emotional link
between the consumer and the organization, generating either loyalty or the potential for loyalty.
Active loyalty, expanding on additional loyalty, which leads to repurchase of the corporation’s
goods and/or services. It also leads to positive word of mouth from these customers, cost-free
advertising, and marketing for the corporation. As an example, Google is used as a transitive
verb for searching the internet, in a similar way as Kleenex becomes the name of any facial
tissue, customers “Uber-ing” places, and when customers “Zoom” to conference during a
pandemic, replacing “Skype-ing”. Identifying what communicated concepts best matches a
corporation’s customer base (or politicians’ constituency) facilitates creating a corporation’s
brand loyalty, which leads to valuable loyalty or the potential for it.
Effectiveness of establishing influence increases when Ajzen’s theory utilization to
informed behavior meets the target’s action, context and time elements that describe the
observable situation (i.e. conception a corporation/politician aims to alter or gain support from).
This requires specificity of the target group, recognition of the actions required by the group,
context of all information to avoid misunderstanding, and the timeline elements that describe the
behavioral requirement. As a result, behavioral intentions indicate a person’s readiness to
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perform a behavior, which empirical evidence neither contributes a willingness over intention or
supports that the addition of a measure willingness improve prediction of behavior.
Intention is a better predictor of behavior than willingness, an indication of a person’s
readiness to perform an action. The addition of measures addressing an alternative course is
more impactful than simply evading a differing action. Specifically, this encourages advocacy of
different attitudes, resulting in different goals/objectives.
While the Ajzen’s theory provides an accurate forecast of behaviors, the theory may not
be sufficient to wholly explain people’s actions. Their willingness to perform an action finds
definition by the degree of similarity that individuals see themselves as the prototypical behavior
enactor, as the company views the enactor. In particular, pathos through storytelling aids in
establishing the connection.
The effectiveness of any chosen concept to communicate with targets relies on the
corporation’s storytelling. Strategically encompassing facts with a story and remaining aware of
compatible concepts for communications is the foundation for determining corporate attempts to
influence the polity.

Methodology
I.

Type of Research

The substance of political science and corporate communications similarly rely on
establishing a consistent viewpoint to depict a perception. This viewpoint evaluates and
interprets the experience occurring within a particular observable situation, or phenomenon, in
order to give explanation to an unexplained and/or unstructured occurrence. The process aims to
give meaning to an experience. Conceptual Framework Analysis (CFA) aims to generate,
identify and trace a phenomenon’s major concepts, which together create its theoretical
framework (Jabareen, 2009). With this in mind, CFA’s founding is in philosophy and
humanities, a philosophical approach to the study of interconnected concepts that jointly provide
understanding, specifically whatever matters to people in the lived world.
This basis compliments political science, also finding justification within philosophy and
humanities, to present an appropriate method of interpreting specific occurrences. The
phenomenological process will guide the research objective of characterizing the phenomena of
corporation affecting politics.
II.

Qualitative

Conceptual frameworks yield from a qualitative process of theorization. Social
phenomena are complex, usually requiring a multidisciplinary approach to explain their linking
to multiple knowledge set disciplines. For this purpose, qualitative procedures are used to
explore these complex phenomena.
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The features of conceptual frameworks are intertwined concepts that provide an
understanding of a phenomenon, how something really works. The main features of a
conceptual framework are (Jabareen, 2009):
1. Conceptual framework is not merely a collection of concepts but, rather, a construct in
which each concept plays an integral role.
2. Conceptual framework provides an interpretive approach to social reality, not a
causal/analytical setting.
3. Conceptual frameworks provide understanding, rather than offering a theoretical
explanation, as do quantitative models
4. Conceptual framework provide not knowledge of “hard facts” but, rather, “soft
interpretation of intentions”
5. Conceptual frameworks are indeterminist in nature and therefor do not enable us to
predict an outcome
6. Conceptual frameworks can be developed and constructed through a process of
qualitative analysis
7. The sources of data consist of many discipline-oriented theories that become the
empirical data of the conceptual framework analysis. Metasynthesis, a systematic
synthesis of findings across qualitative studies, seeks to generate new interpretations for
which there is a consensus within a particular field of study.
During metasynthesis, the researcher aims to expand interpretation beyond existing qualitative
studies from the same discipline by combining qualitative data (Jabareen, 2009). Metasynthesis
is both hermeneutic (outside interpretation of texts) and comparative (interpretation from
different settings or groups, to identify similarities and differences). To this end, it is an
understanding from an objective point of view that compares two or more objects with a view of
discovering a finding(s) of the comparison.
Peer-reviewed journals, Harvard Business Review and corporations’ publicly available
information provide a basis of the corporate methods, for interpretation of the polity influence
phenomenon. Content analysis and close reading of this data allows for interpretation and
explanation of the phenomena within American Corporations Influencing the Polity. In this
context, the corporate tuning of politics through communications provides perception and
affirmation of this phenomenon.
This project will adopt a conceptual approach for implementing the qualitative study of
this query, in order to interpret and propose a definitive stimulate of the occurrence of
corporations affecting politics. Corporate communications inspection will serve both as a vessel
for experience and as a matter/phenomenon of analysis, to determine the impact on intended
targets for commercially gainful results. To explain, peer-reviewed articles regarding
corporations affecting politics, as analysis of Corporate Political Engagement Reports are the
sources of data and concepts.
This approach aims to draw out experiences and perceptions by focusing on experiences,
beliefs, and perceptions, using text as a proxy for human/constituent experience. This approach
will presumably allow for an inductive theme analysis, to drawing out experiences and
perceptions. This approach is a persuasive method by identifying themes within the qualitative
data. Narrative analysis is also an approach, examining storytelling as a source of data.
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III.

Corporations Analysis

The interrelation of political science and corporate communications relies on establishing
a constituent viewpoint. This connection serves as a viewpoint where an occurrence’s evaluation
and interpretation as an experience with observable situations, or phenomena, providing
explanation for an unexplained and/or unstructured occurrence. Ultimately, a corporation’s
communications goal is to create this connection.
The corporation selection for this project is, largely, random. Apple analysis is of interest
from it being the first U.S. corporation to reach a vacillating market value of $2 trillion. The
remaining companies, Abbot, AT&T, Clorox, Target and Johnson & Johnson were arbitrarily
selected due the company publishing a Political Engagement Report (PER). PERs correspond a
company’s political actions aligned to commerce goals and other ambitions, from a general
internet search engine inquiry. To illustrate these types of communications, these reports
provide both a representation of intentions, reasoning, and opportunities to participate in the
political process, with some also auditing previous attempts to do so.
Inductive theme analysis, making generalizations based on observations, experiences and
facts, will identify and assist to recognize coded themes within the data of the PERs, an analytic
approach for qualitative analysis. Corporate storytelling will serve as the means of content
analysis. Therefore, content analysis will use corporate storytelling as data for this analysis.
Communications’ intentions are to elicit broad appeal, across diverse stakeholders, for
respective reasons, perchance willfully or unintentionally overshadowing profit ambitions.
Corporate Political Activity
I.

Lobbying

Guided by the CEO’s direction for the company (and accompanying Thought Leadership
to an extent), corporate managers act as principals, while lobbyist act as agents to obtain more
benefits for the corporation for lower costs. The lobbyists play a strategic role as professional
persuaders, hired to advise corporations on what to do politically and when to act. Lobbyists
seek to maximize their job security with companies spending as much as possible for the lobbyist
to produce favorable business friendly outcomes, strategies and influence, for both corporations
and politicians. In other words, this tactic is considered as a method of corporation
communication approach for this research due to the necessity of persuasion between individuals
in attempting to influence actions of government officials to enact or maintain corporate
advantageous industry regulation(s).
Lobbying strategy benefits form an “everywhere-and-everything-at-once” approach,
where outcomes are strategy led attempts to determine, react, proact or even become hostile
within corporate industries. The focus is on organized interests, social communities or public
associations that seek influence on state/national officials, such as pharmaceutical, oil & gas, or
insurance groups, must continuously do more to stay ahead. Lobbying attracts attention and
establishes why particular perspectives should be a priority because of this increase in attention.
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Companies participate in this practice to protect businesses against policy changes from
government. It follows that the process goes both ways, with lobbyists seeking to create industry
regulation and also decrease regulation, dependent on what will benefit the corporate citizen
(Figure 1).
This form of advocacy that influences legislation decisions, motivates corporations to
establish a presence in Washington D.C. where national legislation is set, which both state and
local draw cues from (Figure 2). In short, protection and the need to improve the ability to
compete are the top results of the survey, followed by a need to maintain ongoing relationships
with policy makers.
Corporations have interests in legislation that will allow them to pursue more revenue or
favorable regulations for their industry. The process includes a company hiring external or using
internal lobbyist(s), the lobbyist advises the corporation on how to proceed with legislative
initiatives, then informs the corporation of the procedure, along with political threats and/or
opportunities. Therefore, the company manager(s) then make decision with the information, set
the lobbyist’s precedent, and the process continues in pursuit of the optimal result, and/or on to
the next issue.
The importance of lobbying is seen from a survey of in-house corporate lobbyists
(lobbyists hired by a company and that work internally at the corporation) is by Lee Drutman
(Drutman, 2017). The survey asks lobbyists to rate the importance of seven potential reasons
why a corporation chooses to be politically active. Survey reasons include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Need to protect against changes in government policy (of other government actions)
Need to improve ability to compete by seeking favorable changes in government policy
Need to maintain ongoing relations with policymakers
Need to navigate compliance, licensing, and other regulatory interactions with the federal
government on a regular basis
Need to respond to critics and counter negative publicity
Because other companies in the industry are politically active
Government is a direct purchaser of company’s products or services

Once an interest, such as pharmaceutical industry and opioid drug regulations or grocery
manufacturers and genetically modified organisms (GMO) guidance in Congress gains a political
benefit (an advantage from legislation, politician’s position/action, etc.) from the government,
the attachment of this benefit is hard to remove, such as the sale of GMO products or the easing
of state legislations to limit opioid painkillers prescribed by doctors. By extension, the
pharmaceutical industry is the highest spending sector on political lobbying, spending $4.7
billion on lobbying activities, 7.5% of all lobbying spending from 1998-2018, with no other
industry accounting for more than 5% of the total spending during that time period (Steinbrook,
2020). Yet “unintended consequences” that might arise becomes a risk-avoidance argument and
can prove particularly effective in preventing the benefit. One such risk is that the increasing
lobbying activity from corporations in America makes an already grueling process for political
change even more difficult.
Purdue Pharma plead guilty to three felonies related to its marketing and distribution of
an opioid, part of an $8.34 billion settlement after federal investigations following thousands of
lawsuits filed by state and local governments against Purdue over an opioid crisis that killed at
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least 450,000 people in the United States since 1999 (Randazzo, 2020). Consequently, the
Justice Department found marketing focused on doctors, writing as much as 25 time more
OxyContin prescriptions than their peers. It follows, then, that a correlation exists between
marketing communications may have influence on both doctors writing opioid prescriptions and
doctors providing these prescriptions, leading to the label of a crisis. Though an exact
correlation between the two is not established, the increases and dominance of $295.17 million in
the pharmaceutical industry in 2019 (Figure 7) corresponds with the 2010 FDA approval of
OxyContin, 2011 approval for immediate-release Fentanyl products, 2012 extended release
opioids with voluntary training for prescribers and a January 2013 FDA meeting to discuss
public health benefits and risks of abuse, April 2014 FDA approval of Evzio to rapidly reverse
opioid overdose, the FDA response in February 2016 to the opioid abuse epidemic to reassess the
agency’s approaches (Center for Drug Evaluation and Research). In May of 2017, the FDA
holds a public meeting for input on how to best support training on safe prescribing of opioids.
This opioid situation is important because it depicts the corporate communication’s involvement
with the polity, where lobbyists task is to communicate with legislators to further corporatefriendly policies where the excess of capital potentially initiates the crisis.
The process has become a mainstay of how interests, such as how pharmaceutical
industry fights government-run healthcare initiatives and the oil/gas industry on emissions and
commodity extraction regulations. Special interests involve a group or an individual seeking to
influence government policy or ongoing legislative discussions, ultimately to benefit the
corporation of the industry the corporation operates in, such as pharmaceutical industry fighting
the government run healthcare proposals or oil/gas industry on emissions and commodity
extraction, both tending to bring attacks on these interests. This creates client politics, where
specific interests are beneficial to a company or industry (oil/healthcare industries receive less
industry regulations) and the public absorbs the cost (increases in prices for gas or medications
because regulations potentially increase cost for corporations). The lobbyist presence of
corporate America and prevalence of interest groups makes political change more difficult.
Thus, change now requires considerable resources and luck to contest the status quo.
Corporations determine their policy interests, anything from less regulation or taxes,
knowing that achieving these political visions will lead to commercial benefits. Political policy
information to recognize threats and opportunities is valuable to corporate managers.
Determining how much capital is necessary to potentially change standing policy is difficult to
determine. Lobbying begets lobbying, until the activity exhibit decreasing marginal costs.
Feedback from stakeholders is the necessary data in determining what a corporation should take
interest in. Dynamic communications with internal and external stakeholders helps to determine
a corporation’s political interest(s).
With a vast amount of funds at a corporation’s disposal, lobbying represents a worthwhile
strategy for improving or protecting profit margins by leveraging contributions for favorable
legislation. A macro view of the 2012 U.S. Presidential election cycle saw an exchange of $2.57
billion, 78% of which went to lobbying efforts.
E.E. Schattschneider, an American political scientist facetiously said “The flow in the
pluralist heaven is that the heavenly chorus sings with a strong upper-class accent”, alluding to
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upper classes of society provides an advantage in determining the overall movement of society
(Schattschneider, 1975).
II.

Corporate Social Responsibility (Contributions & Causes)

Profitable political leverage expectations come at a cost when developing corporate plans
and strategies. Chief Executive Officer (CEO) = Corporate Political Officer (CPO), and sets the
TL tone for internal and external communications. The CEO determines if a corporation will
invest in political activities that have potential to improve the firm’s business and how those
approaches will influence the CPA the firm engages in (Rudy & Johnson, 2016). Likewise, this
results in a positive reputational benefit for the corporation that resonates from the CEO through
all the employees that work for the company.
A Chief Executive Officer of a corporation plays a duel role of overall responsibility to
the corporation’s maximal performance and as the CPO seeking to ensure the political landscape
is accommodating to the firm’s business as a contributing member of the polity. Often
incorporated with a firm’s long-range thought leadership, a CEO decides on whether a firm will
invest in political activity, and how these concept characteristics will influence the approach to
political activity the firm undertakes (Rudy & Johnson, 2016). This decision helps align the
firm’s communications with the CEO’s political architectural plan ideology that precepts the
firm’s investment for CSR initiatives and contributions towards business sustainability.
However, despite CEOs becoming more focused on a firm’s government affairs activity, little is
still known about the influence that CEOs have on the CPA undertaken by the firm, especially
those targeted at consumers. The CEO CPO dynamic on creating business sustainability varies
on measurements of overall performance and variables of assessing chief leadership ability with
no clear indication of an answer. Specifically, no statistically significant positive association
with corporate performance measured by firm market value, gross profit margin and return on
assets.
III.

Transparency: Future Outcomes of Augmented Communications

Transparency is complex, for both corporations and politicians/governments. In financial
markets, there is the constant tension with financial markets and possible barriers on economic
growth. A firm being transparent minimizes or eliminates the barrier to information between
firms and capital markets. In short, this act has a general reception of being positive by
consumers and regulators, but presents risks of information leakage, which can potentially
benefit competitors (Brown & Martinsson, 2019).
Basis
Emerging augmented communications (communications delivered with augmented
reality) has potential to increase engagement and understanding. Technology, from televisions to
internet, provides methods to access information on politicians and issues. The exchange of
communications intent is to make politics more personal and trustworthy, providing clarity to the
political process. Augmented technology is an opportunity for communicating with people in a
revolutionary way, similar to the political use of social media has. The technology presents the
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opportunity to expand the ability of engaging with people during the decision-making process,
creating new conversation capabilities in a digital setting. For this purpose, transparency ensures
the constructive perception of intentionally sharing information, encouraging trust between the
communicator and stakeholder (Drutman, 2017), a persuasive tactic communication can use in
stakeholder focused storytelling or support capacities.
Application
Augmented communications provide a live view of information (Gordon & Manosevitch,
2010). New technologies will allow for engagement superior to a simple pamphlet, website, or
even social media. This advancement can allow for greater emotional communications,
exchanging ideas and data with greater depth and actionability. Augmented technology
development is pursuing augmented enabled mobile phone, lending to the delivery of more
information in real time. This will allow more stakeholders to make better informed decisions,
quicker.
The difficulties of language barrier, access to political events, and the ability to attend
face-to-face discourse presents an obstruction to receiving communications. It prevents citizens
from deliberating face-to-face with political figures and corporate managers, obstructing a
section of stakeholders from communicating. In practice, augmented communications can allow
for participation within a virtual world where they can verbalize their priorities with others in a
virtual environment. This creates a potential multimedia group communication process through
technology, offering the possibility of face-to-face discussion without being face-to-face.
A prime example of the potential usefulness of augmented communications can bring is
with the 2020 political election cycle and the global Corona Virus pandemic. The American
political elections process is traditionally “hands on”, with many in-person efforts. This includes
caucusing, where supporters or members of a political party plan actions, policy or nominate
candidates and communicate party ideas and initiatives. It can also aid in alleviating concerns
through larger meetings of the mind, such as party conventions, that president Andrew Jackson
initiated in 1832.
Synthesis
The political structure supporting the United States has an intrinsic value for
corporations. Communication is essential for decision making. Corporations are citizens with
numerous ways to communicate their preferences on an elevated platform. Given the
information presented, company data and the resulting communications analyze with this
background information as a lens.
Following the conceptual framework, a construct where theoretical theories play an
integral role is the foundation for this analysis providing an interpretive approach to social reality
that provides understanding through interpretation of intentions. Because the framework is
indeterminist, where an action is not determinate on another action, it cannot predict an outcome.
Qualitative analysis and the sources of data consists of disciple-oriented theories that become
empirical data of the conceptual framework analysis develop the framework. At this point,
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metasynthesis a systematic synthesis of findings generates new interpretations, expanding ideas
and concepts.
The preceding discussion distills to a general methodology for optimizing corporate
communications around reputation, to influence politics. The observable themes from the
concepts lend the following inductive evidence for Corporations communication to the American
Polity:
▪

▪

▪

Stance (PATHOS- persuade using the current state of corporation & their authority over
informed behavior(s)) - Under Citizens United, corporations can act just as any citizen
within the polity, and engage in any publicly recognizable fashion, or utilize unnoticeable
methods recompence, typically using an emotional appeal.
Connection (LOGOS- approaches to interact and convince, using persuasion prompts
from design theory motivations) – The pivotal corporate methods of communication fall
under Corporate Political Activity of Corporate Social Responsibility and Lobbying,
using a logical method to communicate interests.
Frame (ETHOS- model for ethical interaction with targets through advertising and
marketing, leveraging known stakeholder theory incites) - all facilitated, guided, and
conducted through intentional storytelling that draws in on target consumer(s’) and
potential consumer(s’) preferences, while also potentially speaking to dissenters’
questions/objections, using a reflection of character/fundamental values.
IV.

Sovereignty

America’s civic design aims to function around people’s actual existence, with a
government system supporting that reality of protecting life, liberty and estate. People pursue
various self-interests, believing what is good for them is good for government, trustful of the
idea that people can reliably do what is best for everyone. The Constitution supersedes this need,
instilling government to alleviate the activity of determining for everyone. All the perceived
difficulties, such as compromise, conflict and debate, became the political integrity of all
Americans.
The Constitution represents a method to maintain the country’s unity through institutions
of government, intended to act from the consent of constituents and result in a careful adherence
of democratic principles. As a result, the system creates a source of meaningfulness, an
enhanced commitment to the polity, for constituents (Chaudhary, 2019).
Similarly, corporations individually emulate an isolated constitutional setting.
Employees work with the belief that the corporation expects employees, the constituents, to
reliably do what is best for the employment expectations and the company as a whole. In other
words, corporations add meaningfulness experiences to their employees through various
methods, including pay, instilling corporate values and forging Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) initiatives.
Conceptual analysis focuses on experiences, linking multiple bases of knowledge from
different disciplines to understand social phenomena. It helps define a phenomenon providing
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explanation of the actual occurrence by giving the occurrence significance in what it is and how
it is underwent (Neubauer et al., 2019). This guides the methodology to examine the relationship
between corporate communications and politics as an experience and consciousness, similar to
thoughts and behavior of the political science of politics:
•
•
•

Similar data is grouped and given labels; data is interpreted to form a theory.
The concepts are related by relationship and organized according to themes. These
themes may be conceptualizations of data, but a concept is more likely to be precise
summaries taken directly from the data.
There is little interpretation of data, nor is there any attempt to relate the themes to form a
conceptual scheme.

This study of experience(s) focuses on conceptions, an idea or basic understanding of a
situation (what is happening) or principle (fundamental basis of how something operates), from
the interpreter’s perspective. It relies on the immediate experience of the situation/principle
without considering prior knowledge or input of standing theories. Here, a conceptual approach
will examine corporations and provide insights to explain corporate measures that act as
occurrences which give stakeholders a significant, important or meaningful outcome in their
views. The process involves qualitative analysis of data, reducing data to information units,
allowing for qualitative analysis from the data, and summarizing reflections into a description of
the observed experience. As a result, the distilled reflection then serves as an actionable model,
creating an analysis of how the data contributes to understanding the phenomena in its entirety.
Conceptual data collection is from peer-reviewed journals and corporations’ views and
communications examples are taken from publicly available information. Content analysis
through close reading of this data allows for interpretation and explanation of the concepts within
American Corporations Influencing the Polity. In this context, the corporate influence of politics
through communications provides understanding to and explanation of this conceptional
framework by observing the phenomenon through communications.
Stance (Pathos), Connection (Logic) and Frame (Ethos) reinforce the phenomenological
presence within the conceptual approach, representing the information unit support structure of
the experience. In short, all are vital in order to establish the experience.
V.

Institution

The conceptual literature points to a central concept of corporate communications:
TRUST, a stakeholder’s confidence that a company acts in their interest(s), and retains that
pledge in all executed tasks. Trust is the foundation for communication between any corporation
and its shareholders. Exchanges are dependent on this integrity criterion, for expectations and
standards to flow freely between the two. Establishing trust between a corporation and
stakeholders is an essential part of the company-consumer relationship, positively adding to
“boosting” results, including purchase loyalty, retention, and purchase retention (Kang &
Hustvedt, 2013). Consequently, trust helps create familiarity with a company, helping to prompt
continued and future commerce.
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Without trust, the communications may fail to meet the needs of both parties and collapse
the business relationship. Therefore, stakeholders’ insights of a corporations’ endeavors to be
socially responsible affects stakeholders’ trust and impressions of the corporation (Kang &
Hustvedt, 2013).
Establishing Trust involves a synergistic composition of several criteria that are not
always dependent on each other for a particular corporate situation. For example, Trust may
demand CSR and Meaningfulness for a consumer, but require Availability, Engagement, and
Results for a distributer stakeholder. These attributes uphold Trust, supporting a business
relationship between a corporation and the stakeholders with the intention of mutually
maintaining the profitable business relationship. The tenants supporting this dynamic include:
 Availability – opportunities for employees or other stakeholders will ideally come from
the corporation. Both can also present ideas for the corporation to possibly facilitate.
 Engagement – employee (and thus corporation) engagement in initiatives establishes
desirable situations in the workplace, such as retention, improved financial performance
and innovation from increased interaction and exchange of ideas.
 Meaningfulness – the process creates a perception of significance, further adding to the
perceived necessity of and willingness for engagement.
 Security– the incorporation of non-work activities (i.e. employee competitions,
recognition programs, fundraisers/community days, recreational team building events
outside of the office, etc.) by a corporation provides a sense of safety agreement and
structure for employees to participate in initiatives that would not have been available or
that an employee(s) would participate in otherwise.
 Results – the goal is to create a repetitive environment where a corporation involves most
stakeholders in the decision-making process, and exchanges ideas to promote all appeals,
ultimately maximizing profit by satisfying internal and external stakeholders, potentially
ended the “investigation” within the process. Decisions with the data or new approaches
with insights from the trial are possible at this phase.
 Outreach – initiatives corporations target to customers, employee, government, and
social stakeholders to engage and maintain rapport with, and also
support/improve/change standing channels of beneficial civic participation.
Continuous communication with stakeholders is the only method to identify which attributes are
necessary to establish trust with each stakeholder. Once recognized, Trust attributes must be a
communication priority for the corporation, to sustain a positive reputation.
It is insufficient to prepare or reconstruct a business model without establishing a
Customer Value Proposition (CVP) that sustains the customer’s requirement(s). The proposition
is part of the business plan that guides marketing and advertising efforts, demonstrating how a
company’s product/service, or a politician’s message and views, are of value to the stakeholder’s
needs. The ideal process is where a company proposes an added value to customers/potential
customers, presents the benefits that the offering will secure, and demonstrate why the offering is
the optimal option over competitors. This creates a business environment where all attributed
tenants can assist in supporting Trust (Figure 5).
Strategy
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Attributes of CSR contribute in creating a dynamic of Trust between a corporation and
accompanying internal and external stakeholders. This helps build employee, individual and
group, self-concept and self-esteem, motivating people and creating an organizational support
based on fairness, providing value for employee cares and their well-being. This dynamic
creates Trust from the corporation's internal stakeholders to the external stakeholders.
CSR implementation into a corporation’s overall business strategy model is most
effective when employed competitively against other firms. This inclusion of CSR into the
predominate strategy is a necessity for effective application, promoting benefits for stakeholders,
which intern brings benefits for the corporation. This is dependent on the business model,
aiming to satisfy a CVP’s profitable approach for conducting business with cues, informed by
key resources and key processes. The model consists of:
•

The objective of CVP is to demonstrate (and further entice both existing and potential
customers) why customers should do business with the company, creating value by
solving a problem providing a service solution for the target customer.
• Profit formula outlines how the company will create value by for itself by providing
appeal to a customer, ultimately generating profit.
• Key Recourses are the means necessary to deliver the value proposition to the customer,
including: brand, people, equipment, channels, technology, products, and facilities.
• Key Processes are the tasks (including training, service, sales, manufacturing, budgeting,
and planning) that repeat and increase scale.
As a result, observable CSR efforts are significant for internal and external participants, in
addition to other organizations, because of ensuing positive perception of the activity.
The model is never stagnated nor complete, and requires continuous monitoring to ensure
value remains at the customers’ stated and unstated worth expectations, and at a level that
remains profitable for the corporation. This process is never complete, because of changing
preferences, new technologies, world events, national/global economy and shifting customer
bases/preferences. In fact, complication amplifies when a business attempts to perfect one
specific focus of the plan, neglecting attention to other tenants by doing too much at lower
quality.
Transparency is a requirement between consumers and corporations. Clear and open
discourse helps produce accountability, an earned corporate value that impacts social,
environmental, and economic standards. These standards help influence by incorporating how
consumers rely on the clarity of communications and the corporation’s intentions to act in a
socially responsible manner (Kang & Hustvedt, 2013). It aids to maintain trust between the
corporation and all stakeholders.
Once trust is established between a corporation and its stakeholders, the corporation
brands this on the reliance of trust criteria to a sustainable matter (usually targeted at broad
appeal), both maintaining current support and elicit further financial engagement from entities
outside of stakeholders. This “branded trust” becomes integrated in the business reputation and
stance that a corporation is known for. For example, Dawn corporation rescuing and
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rehabilitating wildlife affected by oil spills, Amazon corporation committing to operate a fleet of
100k electric delivery vehicles, and Starbucks corporation eliminating plastic straws.
VI.

Cost of Freedom

America is unique in its unconventional republic-positioned adaptation of Democracy.
For American government to work, a precondition exists to identify with the requirements of the
people, an implied social contract to form a government which implements those
requirement/conditions. Decisions are then made on behalf of citizens via representatives the
citizens choose, whom are not obligated to follow the people’s preferences. For this reason, the
founding framers perceived that people will identify what is best for themselves, but will fall
short in doing so for the aggregate population, ushers in proxy representatives elected to make
decisions for the polity.
As shown in the procedural posture of court litigation, society integrates corporations as
people, allowing for active commercial participation in the polity when corporations gain the 1st
Amendment right of citizens through the court progression described in the historical history.
The First Amendment safeguards communication in the United States and allows corporations
these matching civil rights (Figure 6).
Elections shifted from ideas and policies to approval or disapproval of political leaders’
ideas and performance. Voters, having less pressure to invest in evaluating the performance of
incumbent politicians, allowed for issue considerations to grow in importance, instead of
incumbent politician evaluation as originally intended. The duty to learn about policy initiatives
and gauge candidate effectiveness performance transitions to simply making decisions falls
victim to constituents making decisions on issues that corporations endorse, communicate, or
promote communications for, overshadowing the actual political duty. This allows for an
onslaught of influence to position voters towards judgments and/or sentiments chosen for them
and away from the evidence/information of actual policy.
As Phillip Converse states, “Belief systems have never surrendered easily to empirical
study or quantification.” (Converse, 2006) Converse continues to define a belief system as “a
configuration of ideas and attitudes in which the elements are bound together by some form of
constraint or functional interdependence,” (Kang & Hustvedt, 2013) and concludes that most
voters do not hold significant principles, recognizing that voter beliefs are predominantly a result
of social learning instead of logical reasoning, where educational transformation and
informational dissemination advances has little effect on American understanding for politics- a
prime target for corporate influence through communications to alter political results in their
favor.
Union
The modification and assessment of corporations to citizen status within the American
Polity transforms the state to what exists today: a polity where common people and corporations
make decisions for the government/social-construct. It put in motion a process where corporate
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communications can influence most aspects of society, with a substantial regenerative monetary
backing.
Business progression, then, encourages gainful strategy design, forming methods for
corporations to both openly and discreetly influence politics, possibly perfidiously, in order to
form a more perfect union.

Research Query
The literature review presents several approaches of how corporate communications can
affect politics. Influence begets loyalty, aiding to safeguard a company’s envisioned and desired
results. A communications-based following with constant information exchange and continuous
evaluation sustains this relation for a jointly advantageous affiliation. An analysis will explore
the described theories as the probable methods encouraging a corporations’ ability to leverage
reputation in influencing politics, examining it against monetary data and real outcomes.
The purpose of the research is to determine a recognizable basis for how American
corporations can influence politics in the United States. Approaches used include:
•
Theoretical concept
•
Inductive thematic analysis to
interpretation
identify themes within data
•
Text analysis as an alternative for
•
Narrative analysis to render
human experience
storytelling as a data source

Analysis and Results
A Strength Weakness Opportunities Threats (SWOT) analysis of the evaluation
framework of a specific organizational approach this research proposes. The evaluation will
accompany an examination of the American lobbying phenomenon, a look at upcoming Industry
4.0 and the digital strategy it will allow, ending with a close assessment of Political Engagement
Reports.
SWOT assessments guide strategy when planning around a specific subject (such as
when planning to offer a new internal or external corporate policy) by analyzing four pillars:
Strength: shows what excels and separates
the (subject) from others.
Weaknesses: shows where the (subject) is
not performing as intended and/or optimally.

Opportunities: demonstrates where specific
factors could bring a competitive advantage
for the (subject).
Threats: shows areas where potential harm
may occur to the (subject).
Overall, the assessment provides evaluation for an individual plan, strategy, or segment (sales,
marketing, any internal/external factors, etc.) to make informed decisions.
This analysis of corporate communications for strategic planning is useful to set goals,
qualify resources and strengthen internal operation. Useful for assuring the company is in line
with its objectives and use it to evaluate the results of action(s). Here, this SWOT analysis will
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help evaluate the proposed framework as a planning purpose, focusing on a business’
communication operation:
Stance, Connection, Frame - SWOT
Strength: purposeful connection and grasp of all stakeholders involved with the
corporation
Weakness: the vast inclusion of conversation and dialogue between all stakeholders can
lead to confusion or subduing of certain opinions and voices; evaluation of results is also
difficult without an effective two-way communication plan; the breadth of requirements
from shareholders may counter each other.
Opportunities: a window into recognizing where a stakeholder’s opinion/stance may
potentially fall short of being expressed, and thus ensure that it is not, to safeguard
stakeholder satisfaction and likewise ability to meet stakeholders’ business demands
Threats: corporate competitors may attempt to emulate strategies, especially when
competitor has more resources and at a greater scale, threatening market efforts; the everevolving presence of technology if also a potential threat, in terms of usefulness,
adaptability and/or widespread consumer adoption of new proposals.
The proposed structure of Stance, Connection, Frame under this analysis finds strength in its
purposeful Connection with stakeholders through CPA, weakness with establishing and
maintaining a Stance that may not find approval by all or fall out of favor over time, and both
opportunities and threats are present within the frame, which finds, supports both sustained or
new concepts opportunities/threats, through corporate storytelling. Utilizing the previous
concepts, also identifies threats of what stakeholders oppose or do not respond to a corporation’s
strategic storytelling.
I.

Business of Campaigning

The Campaign Finance Act lawfully allows individuals, associations/groups, legislators
and other government officials, corporations and/or hired external lobbyists to contribute funds.
Lobbying is a substantial source of funds for political candidates and their campaigns. As
individual industries have preferences in how legislation is decided and created for their industry,
corporations fund candidate’s campaigns and of initiatives to receive favorable commerce
lawmaking preferences.
The top U.S. lobbying industry in 2019 by total spending was the Pharmaceutical/Health
Products sector, spending $295 million (Figure 5). Subsequent industries are Electronic
Manufacturing, Insurance, Oil & Gas, and Business Associations. Non-Profit Institutions and
Education sectors are also sizeable contributor to this influence method. For instance, the total
accounted for lobbying funds in 2019 is $2.2 billion, including $83 million from non-profit
institutions and $75 million from civil servants/public officials. 2019 was not a national
presidential election year.
Spending in 2016, a national election year, was $1.5 billion raised by candidates, with an
additional $634 million raised by super PACs supporting the candidates, according to
Opensecrets.org, a nonpartisan, independent and nonprofit website for the Center for Responsive
Politics, a research group that tracks money in U.S. politics. The group found that Hillary
Clinton raised $563, 7856, 928 with an additional $206,122, 160 from outside money
($769,879,088 total), countering Donald Trump’s $333,127,164 committee money and
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$100,265,563 outside money ($433,392,727 total); $1.5 billion was raised by both candidates
and $643 million was raised by Super PACs supporting the candidates (Center for Responsive
Politics, 2017).
These vast amounts of money are serving some intended purpose, having significant
applications in business and politics.
II.

Design

International Business Machines Corporation (IBM) presents an opportunity to analyze
the applicability of the proposed framework. In 1993, IBM experiences a drop in revenue from
$13 billion in 1990 to barely $7 billion, with expectations of business failure if not corrected
within a year’s time
Louis Gerstner accepts the challenge of assuming the CEO position after recruitment
from the then standing CEO in 1993. At this time, Gerstner’s priority was to meet privately with
each senior executive in order to understand the problems the company faced, which was a
problem of angry stakeholders. The company saw oversight from a bureaucratic structure where
upper management appoints secondary managers and both make all decisions at their discretion,
without interactions between these decisionmakers and lower level employees or consumers.
With this in mind, Gerstner recognizes that both stakeholder and internal perspectives were
necessary in returning profitability to IBM.
Gerstner’s immediate concern was to establish a common ground between the company
and all stakeholders. His intention was to refresh the company and reset its priorities, with focus
on the customers. Other priorities were to produce and convey customer-focused solutions,
guaranteeing quality, and ensure all business functions begin with communications with
stakeholders, providing the products and services they require. Ultimately, Gerstner’s tenure
reestablishes and reconnects the communication efforts between employees, ensuring the
corporation’s commitment to company-wide excellence (employment security based on
performance) and with IBM’s commitment to customers (setting aside IBM’s arrogance and
ensuring all customer quality expectations were met.).
This approach draws comparison to Design Theory, where Gerstner seeks to define what
the problem is and determine how it impacts the stakeholders of IBM. By opening internal
communications to employee opinions and suggestions, as a supplement to external feedback
from customers, Gerstner was then able to further investigate the noticeable problem of declining
revenue, question the assumptions around the discovered problem’s occurrences, and look into
the implications of the observed phenomena, positioning him and IBM to take action to correct
and improve the problem.
Gerstner’s inclusion of internal stakeholder’s perspectives helps establish approaches to
communicating with employees as a team, his exchanges with employees unintendedly helps
creates a sales and quality culture that consumers respond to positively. He recognizes that the
company would benefit by providing solutions to all stakeholders, including moving to open
device standards from solely IBM proprietary, providing solutions to all customers where
products from various companies can function together. As a result, values and identity,
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including common technical standards created a company culture which emphasizes the whole
company instead of individual parts.
In lieu of internal communications for employee feedback, a potential alternative for
users/customers/constituencies, a survey can provide similar actionable information. An
example of a survey to gain expand connections and insights reflects on the previously
established theorem to maximize connections with stakeholders (Appendix I.).
IBM, under Gerstner’s leadership, focuses on IBM’s problems and challenges (Stance),
establishes a commitment to rewarding employees for stellar work and also welcoming business
insights from their perspective, while providing customers the superior grade products they
expect (Connection), all while leverage IBM as one functioning entity instead of separating the
company into different units, reversing the revenue strategy when Gerstner took over.
III.

Changing Culture

Similar to Gerstner’s approach for IBM, a productive democratic government system
with set intents, would require actual participation with constituents to accomplish what the
founders set out. The same is also essential for the corporation. For both, mobile and personal
computer technology present a way to facilitate the exchange. Along the same lines, Augmented
communications technology also presents an intriguing method.
Augmented technology is difficult to convey, due to the only limitation being
conceptions for its use. For instance, wearable smart-glasses for training where there is a need
for hands-free training/operation instruction situations, such as physicians/surgeons, or welders.
Its use provides utility for even a technical support capacity, where an ISP can assist system
setup by imposing step-by-step directions in real-time when a customer in their home. AR offers
endless training and repair opportunities, combining real and virtual world.
Developing customer worth is essential for financial performance. Predominantly
achieved with market activity, it also finds value in providing high levels of service to customers.
Improving information processing makes executives and politicians eager for Industry 4.0, the
digitalization of corporate processes to facilitate firm functions with the supply chains. Industry
4.0 will create a controlled ecosystem that is transparent to all involved, from suppliers to
transporters of supplies and finished goods, down to customers demand (Ardito et al., 2019).
The industrial eras each brought substantial changes to the business environment,
It is important to take into account the generational technological outcomes that occur,
and change the methods that corporations operate, shifting their business and communication
habits. The eras where new technologies gain prominence, with a particular set of defining
social implicationsi, are responsible for previous industrial Revolutions periods with in human
history:
I.
18th Century brought steam power and factory politics
II.
Between 1867 & 1914, adoption of large-scale technological institutions, including
electricity grids, internal combustion engine, telephone, gas turbine and mass
production
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III.

After the Second World War in 1945, the power of data brought the discovery of the
double helix, the space race, and nuclear power. Increasing computational power
allowed for an interconnected world.
IV.
Continuous spread of electricity and digital technology access, 4th Industrial
Revolution bring new opportunities for individuals, industries and nations: Artificial
Intelligence, Internet of Things (IoT; electronics with sensors and software for
purposes of connecting and exchanging data with other capable devices over the
internet), quantum computing, and blockchain. This era expands from an
interconnected world to include connected machines.
“The digital world is becoming an invisible fabric- taken for granted- and the disruptive
attributes of a new world, dependent on cyber-physical systems, will require new ways of
thinking about technologies, thinking about ourselves and thinking about how we given
collaboratively, wisely, and with the flourishing humankind in mind.” (Philbeck & Davis, 2018)
III.

Industry 4.0

Build up to Industry 4.0
The aim of Industry 4.0 is to increase digitalization, integrating the functional areas of a
business, such as human resources, customer service, marketing and production, sales, and
operations. All of this information provides data available in real-time, allowing for better
management of information and communications. Therefore, the aggregation of data coming
from multiple sources, such as production equipment, supply chain facilities, and customermanagement tools for a business, or on a political level of congressional committee meetings
minutes, data on latest air quality results in a specific neighborhood from the Environmental
Protection Agency, even information about repeat offenders of a specific crime in a particular
locale.
Technology brings the opportunity for discovering hidden affordances (Kane et al.,
2019). The adoption of new technology has a possibility to reveal fresh areas for advancing that
were not originally apparent. Tech creates new opportunities to work in different ways, allowing
advances to acquaint these prospects into the work process. As an example, Twitter presents a
hidden affordance for politicians, using this communication technology as a platform to share
and exchange both thoughts and messages with constituents in real time. All technology will not
have the reach or strategic influence that Twitter offers, but new technologies will present
corporations novel possibilities. Thus, a corporation must recognize such as an affordance and
expeditiously incorporate it into their strategy.
Integrating new technology with stakeholders is essential for discovering and even
foreseeing hidden affordances. Allowing new technology into the corporation’s work
environment is an opportunity for employees to interpret new uses for the technology, or create
new perspective on existing processes, discover previous actions that do not have any actual
function or value. The corporation must streamline the use of a technology, from internal
employees to external stakeholders, to ensure that all stakeholders as using the technology in the
same way. In particular, the importance of communications safeguards the probability of
discovering unique initiatives supporting business objectives and outside groups’ priorities.
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The Global University Alliance presents a qualitative and quantitative analysis of 139
companies from 20 countries across 17 industries by examining investment, performance,
current behaviors, pattens and future intent (citation). Cyber-physical systems will act as the
central adaptation for Industry 4.0, promoting operational efficiency with drivers to provide
competitive pricing, improve competitive position, working capital and cash flow along with
increases in production, capacity and overall commercial flexibility. This new era will
intertwine the digital, virtual and physical worlds. Specifically, a synergistic integration will
allow corporations to integrate robotics, artificial intelligence, Big Data 2.0 (a focus on speed,
data quality and application to process the new data), quantum computing (able to solve
problems substantially faster than classical computers), cyber security and advance connectivity.
Advantages include growth, though innovation and emerging technology, industry frontrunners
what invest in performance accelerators, all allowing for closer communication interaction with
customers by applying these new technologies for increased responsiveness.
Leadership must clearly set a vision for digital strategy that listens to employees and
modify the vision for gainful execution in the real world, based on the technology’s use.
Interactive Experience
Augmented Reality (AR) allows the overlay of virtual information on to the physical
world, placing users in touch with both worlds at the same time, giving users the ability to
receive real-time data and/or statistics based on this overlay. The “real world” is enhanced with
an interactive experience, such as a phone application that allows a user to point their phone or
tablet’s camera at a real environment, and receive feedback, Ikea’s AR app allows users to place
furniture in their actual living space to preview its fit and “feel”, or the Dallas Cowboys working
with AT&T, Samsung and Nexus Studios to allow AR experiences for fans, where during
halftime, the fans can take selfies with virtual Cowboys players in a kiosk, or view a live AR
football game with cartoon-like players appearing to happen on the actual field using a mobile
device’s camera and screen. AR is different from Virtual Reality (VR) in that it provides more
individualized interaction, allowing personalized communications to reach a user on-demand.
For business, it can allow for new apprentices to train alone without unknow risks because of the
guiding technology. This allows the for company monetary savings in training costs, having the
trainees progress sooner.
Technology within Industry 4.0 aims to utilize AR with digital instruments, increasing
knowledge, improving learning, and simplifying interactions between users and support centers.
It includes the digitalization of manufacturing, also extending to remote assistance, allowing an
expert to communicate through a user’s device (smart glasses, tablet, etc.) and fix issues. It
follows, then, that the interconnection of devices will increase the efficiency and productivity of
processes, creating networks that digitally communicate and share information.
The interactive experience that AR can bring for enhanced two-way communication
between corporations and consumers depends on another upcoming Industry 4.0 technology of
Sixth Generation (6G) telecommunications. The evolution of 5G to 6G is underway with
Industry 4.0, with the following differences:
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System Capacity (Akyildiz et. al, 2020)
5G
6G
Peak Data Rate (Gbps)
20
1000
Experienced Data Rate (Gbps)
.1
1
Peak Spectral Efficiency (b/s/Hz)
30
60
Experienced Peak Spectral Efficiency (b/s/Hz)
.3
3
Max Channel bandwidth (GHz)
1
100
End-to-end Latency (ms)
1
.1
Energy Efficiency (Tb/J)
NA
1
Of particular note, besides the substantial improvement in peak and experienced data rate, is the
end-to-end latency, which is the delay between the user’s action and the web application’s
response. While research is still preliminary because of the vast variety of devices, 6G is
designed with a target energy efficiency target which 5G conception did not. This latency opens
the door for future communication technologies, such as Internet of BioNanoThings (biosensors
for healthcare monitoring systems, leading to smart drugs that can help prevent drug overdoses,
harm to healthy cells, toxicity and treat infected cells) Internet of NanoThings (smart factories
monitoring temperature, humidity, senses fumes, water quality carbon emissions), and Quantum
Communications (communications that are not stored and prohibits copies(Akyildiz et. al, 2020).
Vonage
Vonage, a publicly held business corporation providing cloud communications as well as
telecommunications services over Internet Protocol. Vonage frame’s its business around the
value of caring “about our customers, our employees, and the world around us…”, their Stance
(Mazzina, 2019). Their Connection is to “making communications more flexible, intelligent, and
personal” and with the Frame of creating “the world’s most flexible cloud communications
platform.” (Mazzina, 2019). In terms of customer service, Vonage is piloting augmented solutions
for technical support, to aid customers with visual augmented real-time guidance, assisting to set up
their at-home internet networking equipment or repair problems.
The company’s view is that AR will profoundly change how business and customers
communicate over the next few years as the next industrial revolution progresses. Currently, a
popular application using augmented reality is flight tracking. Mobile devices (smartphones,
tablets, etc.), with the camera pointed towards an overhead plane, can use a flight tracking app that
then displays information on the phone’s screen indicating flight #, origin and destination, and
carrier company. The device shows more than a “dot” in the sky, with the app utilizing GPS, the
phone camera, and publicly available flight data, the app can identify the exact flight and provide
real-time information overlayed on the phones screen.
Vonage expects that AR can increase revenue per customer by making messaging more
personal and more tangible (Mazzina, 2019). The strategy is to combine the crucial aspects of:
1. Images, video and audio that bring the promotion of life
2. Highlight precise targeting
3. The ability for customer to response effortlessly to the promotion in a natural and
conversational way
Vonage adds (Mazzina, 2019):
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“Imagine a promotional message from a travel operator. They’ve opened a new resort on the
Mediterranean. Rather than showing only video, what if the message let the customer explore the
resort using their smartphone? How much more compelling would such a message be if the
customer could place themselves at the destination?
Similarly, furniture companies are already offering customers apps that let them see how an item
would look in their homes by placing a 3D model in the live feed from their smartphone.”

Telecommunication will play a crucial role in reaching users. The fifth generation of
broadband cellar technology (5G) began in 2019. Currently, the US Federal Communication
Commission (FCC) allocates 5G spectrums for wireless communications. The FCC auctions
these spectrums to wireless providers, generating $121.2 billion to the U.S. Treasury with an
additional $12.05 billion from companies already owning the spectrums. This is an example of
customer/consumer communication evolving at a rapid rate. In terms of politics, it can
potentially allow for companies in this industry expending their company treasury funds for
lobbying, CSR, and other communication methods discussed, effecting politic by promoting
messages that hold value for the company as well.
CNET, an American media website short for Computer Network, publishes information
about technology and consumer electronics, states that “AR and 5G could be the chocolate and
peanut butter of tech in 2021,” believing that the new technologies will complementally merge
complement each other, with 5G speed telecommunications making augmented reality devices
functional (Cooley, 2020). Furthermore, the development of 6G is underway with adaptation in
the 2030s, according to the “6G White Paper on Validation and Trials for Verticals towards
2030’s”, with capabilities for Internet of BioNanoThings, Internet of NanoThings and Quantum
Communications.
Facebook and Apple
Facebook’s head of AR and VR, Andrew Bosworth promotes current plans for
“supercharging remote work and productivity”. This approach is will extend past entertainment
and reshape current processes such as remote work. Efforts to expedite this innovation stems
from the changing dynamics caused by the Covid-19 pandemic. This modernization is finding
encouragement from CEO Marc Zuckerberg’s TL, announcing that most of Facebook’s
employees favoring permanent remote work capability, stating “I think that it’s possible to
request that over the next five to 10 years- maybe closer to 10 than five, but somewhere in that
range. I think we could get about half of our company working remotely permanently.” This
initiative, backed by investing in next-generation communication tools revolving around AR to
facilitate remote workers stating that by “giving people remote presence… you have to believe
you’re helping people be able to do whatever they want from wherever they are. So, I think that
that suggests a worldview that would lead to allowing people to work more remotely over time.”
For this purpose, Facebook is preparing to transition tens of thousands of jobs to remote work.
Apple marks AR as a transformation method to work, learn and play. Shop and connect
with the world around you, giving consumers the ability to visualize the actual material world in
ways that would otherwise be impossible. Apple also claims to have the world’s largest AR
platform, having sold hundreds of millions of AR enabled devices, and providing access to
thousands of AR apps. Applications include Complete Anatomy to visual the human body in
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detail for medial communications, ability to visualize landscape design ideas for outdoor
purchases based on ad from Home Depot or Lowe’s, even digitally “try on” eyeglasses or
sunglasses from Warby Parker, using a mobile device. Similarly, Ikea’s application allows for
placement of products superimposed in your physical space, with the app making suggestions for
complimentary products that go with the space or the furniture choice.
Digital Strategy
An “affordance outlook” proposes that the importance of technology is within the new
capabilities it enables, not simply having access to it (Kane et al., 2019). This outlook refers to
the possible ways that interaction can occur. Some affordances may remain concealed, only
becoming clear after ordinary correspondence and business operations make their probable
importance distinct.
While not subjective to digital application only, Blue Ocean strategy presents an
apparatus for growth. Apple is a prime example of this strategy, continuously releasing products
in an overcrowded market that are typically not proponent of new industry technology or
components, yet have created an almost cultlike following. Blue Ocean strategy is conducting
business where there is no competitor or competing product/service/application, by being
new/first, or creating new spaces. This approach is to find and develop markets with little or no
competition, while exploiting and protecting that Blue Ocean. Apple is a master of this
strategizing, presenting existing technologies and reintroducing them such as iOS 14 features
like widgets, app clips, translate, picture-in-picture and app library in closed-source environment
products which were available in Google’s open-source Android system from 2008 to 2016 (an
operating system where the only functionality is what Apple allows, versus Android’s opensource functionality (similar to a Gerstner approach), where customization is nearly unlimited).
As a result, the creation of Apple-specific abilities and rebranding existing
technologies/applications also as Apple-specific allow the company to conceal their lower
specification products (particularly iPhones) in deep Blue Oceans.
Industry 4.0 gives the affordance, a term of created by James J. Gibson, a professor at
Cornell University, to represent both the environment and the phenomena in a way that no
existing term does, implying a complimentary between the phenomena and the environment.
Here, the presence of new digital technology complements the entirety of the business
environment, proposing new efficient and immediate approaches for communications. Fittingly,
other initiatives put in action can later reveal unseen affordances that were not initially apparent.
Digital strategy allows the organization to pivot, adapting to a shifting commerce
environment. This allows the corporation to leverage digital technology, to achieve a sustainable
competitive advantage. Incorporating the idea of affordances can help facilitate outlook of
digital strategy by recognizing novel ways of strengthening communication. New technologies
customarily allow for increases in peer-to-peer networks, internally and externally, creating
prospects for influence and persuasion to build support and accomplish objectives. Specifically,
improving digital communication methods aim to amplify collaboration through internal/external
collaboration, allowing teams to even partner with stakeholders, overstepping previous obstacles
and limitations of the firm.
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Augmented Reality integrate a virtual setting with the real-life environment of the user.
The use of AR is showing more prominence because of technological advances, primarily in the
capabilities of mobile devices/cellular telephones. These devices allow corporations to
communicate with customers with more transparency and immediacy, at the customers leisure or
when immediately necessary. Examples include:
• Google Maps- providing directions and location information such imposed on a screen’s
live views through a phone’s camera
• YouCam Makeup- preview products from L’Oréal, Maybelline and Urban Decay
imposed on a picture of the user, all adjustable and purchase-ready through the app
• Inkhunter- “…planning out your tattoo is especially important as the results are going to
be permanent; previewing what a tattoo might look like on your skin”
• Ikea Place- “user scan floor plan with their phone, and then you can select furniture and
drag and drop them into place using your smartphone as viewfinder.
• Google Translate- hold your phone’s camera up an unknown language and receive a
real-time translation on the device screen.
Technology alters how corporations employ new strategic pursuits for organizations and
people to engage and persuading consumers to make purchases from the company. Augmented
Reality presents an opportunity for corporations to strategize new ways in connecting with all
stakeholders.
IV.

Corporate Political Engagement Reports

Organizations release reports describing their political communications methods and
targets. The proposed structure in the literature review, Stance, Connection, Frame, will evaluate
Corporate Political Engagement Reports from the mentioned corporations, testing this proposed
structure. Political Engagement Reports (PER) explain how a corporation uses profits and
capital to impact political decisions, ideally in the corporation’s favor. These reports are publicly
available, and contained information is also recognizable in publicly communicated
advertisements and publicities.
Evaluation of the six corporations, AT&T, Abbot, Apple, Clorox, Target, and J&J, with
the Stance, Connection, Frame basis suggests an effective means to determine how a corporation
connects internally and externally. This study presents the conceptual theories and the employed
methods of corporate political activity utilized in the corporation’s political engagement report in
Figures 9, 10 and 11, and notable communication selections from the documents. The following
charts demonstrate how the corporations’ communications fit the proposed Stance, Connection,
Frame structure.
The close reading of each corporation’s political engagement report found stakeholder
theory as the most recognized dominate theory, though persuasion through storytelling in also
apparent in all reports. Lobbying is mentioned in the majority for reports, along with specific
Corporatize Social Responsibility initiatives. Therefore, all reports focus on establishing and
maintaining some sort of personal connection, ambiguous to any particular stakeholder group.
Design Theory is not apparent as a communication strategy for any of the chosen
corporations. This is initially surprising, as it presents possibly the most direct way of obtaining
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necessary information to thoroughly address stakeholder’s needs. However, the process calls for
the most engagement with the corporation and all stakeholders. The reports present efforts as for
the stakeholders.
V.
Participation
A text analysis of engagement reports from the six corporations, examining top phrases
and individual word occurrences, proved unremarkable. Top words and phrases included
contributions, policy, engagement and government affairs, but titles and section names present
an inaccurate depiction in some reports. Due to the difference in reports and no standardized
engagement report format, this method is ineffective for interpreting practical interpretation of
the documents, with a close reading approach yielding richer findings.
Declarations of political intentions are found within each company’s Political
Engagement Report (also in Figures 8, 9, &10):
AT&T“To encourage public policies that help us deliver the best entertainment and
communications experiences, AT&T contributes prudently to state and local candidates
and political organizations, as permitted by law, when such contributions advance
AT&T’s business objectives and the interest of our shareholders.”
Methods Addressed: contribution decisions are mindful of our Core Values and make
recommendations and decisions without regard for personal political preferences

Abbot“We support candidates and organizations that understand how government actions can
affect access to medical advances, and that will work to promote an environment that
fosters continued medical progress.”
Methods Addressed: contributions to office holders, trade organizations that engage in lobbying to
protect Abbot’s interests; contribute to state and local candidates, and policy organizations

Apple“Apple engages in policy discussions where they matter to our business and customers, in
areas including privacy, intellectual property, and the environment. We strive to help
policy makers at every level of government understand out products, out innovations, and
our business.”
Methods Addressed: no contributions to individual candidates or parties, and no have a PAC.
Occasionally contributions for ballot measures and initiatives. Currently support public schools in
Cupertino, Apple’s hometown.

Clorox“Our commitment to corporate responsibility guides everything we do, including our
work to help develop public policy and legislation that supports our business priorities.”
Methods Addressed: direct lobbying expenditures at the state level only, in California. No
contributions to 501(c)(4) organizations.

Johnson & Johnson“At Johnson & Johnson, we believe it is important to encourage the development of
sound public policy, best achieved when a variety of stakeholders are involved.”
Methods Addressed: trade associations and 501(c)(4)s, governments active and informed
participation in the policy actions and politic process; established Johnson & Johnson PAC, funded
solely through employee contributions and with limited administrative support from J&J. J&J PAC
offers eligible U.S. employees a direct meant to voluntary direct participation in shaping sound
public policy and voicing views on issues related to our businesses.
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Target“Regardless of which channel for political contributions is used, our financial support is
provided in a bipartisan manner based strictly on issues that directly impact our business
priorities.”
Methods Addressed: TargetCitizens PAC, funded through 1. voluntary contributions of elidable
team members 2. General corporate funds where permitted by law.

The corporations present their approached to influencing the political environment, with some
reports offering more specific activities of political activity than others.
Business Roundtable is an association of CEOs of American corporations with more than
15 million employees and over $85 trillion in annual revenues. The goal is to join communities,
workers and policymakers in building a sustainable long-term value creation business following.
Members include Abbot, Apple, AT&T, Target, Johnson & Johnson (but not Clorox) with the
core belief that the principles of corporate governance are to assist company boards and
management in efforts to employ communications towards public discussions regarding various
political values of the polity.
VI.

Proposal for Corporate Communication Electioneering

Analysis of publicly available Corporate Political Engagement Reports did not find
reports using a Design Theory method to communicate with stakeholders. Upon further analysis,
this result proves relatively obvious. The Design Method is the most “hands on,” personal and
involved approach of the solution. This objective nature makes it a powerful option over the
subjective methods used prior, but a more opportune method with augmented technology
utilization.
The United States Chamber of Commerce is a well-resourced, business-oriented
organization. It is not a political organization, policy factory, or a lobbying group. Suitably, it is
all of those, a well-funded organization pursuing to aid the business industry to utilize
government in creating a strong economy. Member corporations, citizens of the polity, are from
established industries that are mainstays in the economy, such as coal, oil, and defense.
Participation in the organization is mainly to guard their place economy by ensuring business
success remains sustainable within government regulation. These companies make undisclosed
financial contribution to the Commerce, who then can dispense means to lobbying
organizations/lobbyist and political candidates that will best aid the respective industries by
passing on promoting business friendly legislation.
The Chamber of Commerce provides an influence force for corporations where business
sectors can block adverse political actions, such as industry “harmful” judicial nominees that
pose as an industry harmful threats and/or block the formation of industry restraining laws and
regulations. On the opposite, when the initiatives are in line with decisionmakers in the House
and Senate, monstrosities of conglomerate law, such as the Affordable Care Act can occur,
where preferences take lead with disregard to over others, such as the insurance industry. The
result is a counter reaction from non-government insurance companies, that in turn charge higher
premiums because of the new requirements for coverage, increases in overall taxes, and
businesses having to offer less jobs/hours to prevent having to insure employees under new
regulations making matters more grave, lawmakers tie the costs of the broad healthcare expense
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to student loans, where lawmakers justify the costs of adding 4% yields on student loans to help
pay for expanded healthcare, causing private education prices to skyrocket because banks’
lending increases Millennial era students, encouraged, almost forced, population to pressure
higher education by a Boomer generation that require this vetting.
In a similar way, American Express employs storytelling to promote positive small
business regulations thought leadership. In March of 2017, The U.S. Chamber of Commerce
releases communications regarding the negative impacts of federal and state regulation on small
businesses (Hackbarth, 2017). The Chamber notes that 45% of the economy relies on small
businesses, and that 400,000 companies began in 2023 in comparison to 450,000 in 2013, noting
key findings in that government regulations have a considerable impact on small businesses,
continuing that every $1 increase in per capita regulatory expenditures directly correlates with
decreases in the smallest firms (Hackbarth, 2017). During this time. American Express began a
“Shop Small” initiative, to encourage members to shop at small businesses in their communities.
A year later, Senate unanimously passes regulation for Small Business Saturday as a shopping
holiday the Saturday after Thanksgiving, with it remaining a registered trademark of American
Express. Small Business Saturday then emerges in the United Kingdom in 2013, sharing the
political acumen of the American corporation. American Express’ thought leadership has since
grown to promote small business on any Saturday, not just after Thanksgiving.
American Express orchestrates a global electioneering campaign on behalf of small
businesses that governments respond to by passing legislation supporting the call to action,
consequently broadening the use of American Express’ products worldwide.

Discussion
Groups of people eligible to vote expanded significantly from only property-owning
white men to practically everyone over the age of 18. Presidential candidates since
approximately 1980 appeal to a general audience but also aim to win over voters from other
parties. Since this time, the growing electorate chooses the presidential candidate with the least
analytic election proposals during the general election (cite). It follows, then, that advances in
technology and alterations of media coverage of political races change the processes candidates
use to appeal directly to the public.
The social experiment of the American Polity brings an unconventional procession of
modern-day corporations commanding politics. From the establishment of political philosophy,
to a war over enslavement leading to a Constitutional Amendment ensuring protections after
forced servitude is abolished, to corporations usurping this amendment obscurely in corporate
litigation precedent setting legal precedence, business firms become active members of the
political process, influencing stakeholders.
Once implemented, corporations use their treasury funds to make plain sight
contributions, or communicate their preferences and stances inconspicuously, using various
concept channels to influence commerce and politics, deciding what matters most. The
Corporations utilize several theories to enact this influence, including the Theory of Informed
Behavior, Persuasion, and Design Theory, adjusted via Stakeholder Theory, all reinforcing the
corporation’s reputation through targeted, theory enforced storytelling.
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As mentioned in regard to storytelling, influence finds this social and cultural activity as
the preferable channel for circulation. It is particularly ideal for creating outside influences,
given a 2011 congressional ban on earmarks, a directive where taxpayer funds are spent on
specific projects (Gordon, 2019). Coincidentally, this decision along with the laws that
encourage funding from outside parties, namely Citizens United, allow for the rise of
contributors and spending from outside, leading to a greater nationalization of House elections,
resulting in a decline of making races about local issues (Gordon, 2019). The congressional
earmark ban occurs under President Barack Obama’s presidency, with the intent of preventing
haphazard costly “pet projects” inclusion to bills passing during the process (such as the 4%
interest used on the ACA/Obamacare, in order to decrease the national debt level. While the
percentage of the federal budget earmarks accounting for total budget debt by outside interest
groups, non-profits and organizations are extremely low, the ideas and influence that accompany
earmarks are discreetly promulgated.
A limitation of this research arises from the dependence on a surface look, reliant on
theory and observation, and no exploration of commerce intentions and outcomes of specific
communications in these findings. A suggestion for further study is to follow a corporation’s
new CSR initiatives from onset, and observe how communication theory usage changes and
adjusts to shareholder response. This will enforce an empirical evaluation of the conceptual
study have, by potentially showing how effective the conceptual Stance, Connection, Frame may
be to optimizing the communications of Corporations in the American polity.
Analysis of selected public CPERs did not find reports using a Design Theory method to
communicate with stakeholders. Upon further analysis, this result proves relatively obvious.
The Design method is most “hands on” of the theories, involving a personal and involved
approach of the solution. This objective nature makes it a poor option for the subjective methods
used prior but potentially opportune with augmented utilization.
Electoral College
Revisiting that idea of a separate project and topic, democracy as described by the
foundering fathers, did not foresee George Washington being able to reply beyond letters and
public speeches to reach wealthy male voters, nor communicate how Trump has by logging into
Twitter to reach people around the globe instantly. The astuteness of American government
arises from the Constitution, which endorses a motivation for constituents to find compromises
for the common good. It follows, then, that corporation involvement in this polity includes their
well-funded opinions and preferences as well.
Since 1980, the presidential hopeful that remains least analytical during the general
election tends to win appointment (Jordan & Pennebacker, 2017). Innovations in technology and
shifting media practices expands the total number of constituents that engage with candidates.
This expands the reach of communications complimented with the press coverage of presidential
races receive. This allows for engagement directly with the public, speaking to diverse
populations impacting how a president will communicate with the electorate, as well as shaping
the expectation of the desired candidate (Jordan & Pennebacker, 2017).
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The electoral college system becomes a communications structuring tool reflecting the
mindset(s) of constituents to establish fair expression of public will. Specifically, the electoral
college structure promotes fairness by requiring presidential candidates to receive popular
support in more than one region. This formal stance on issues allows voters outside of dense
populations to express concerns while promoting generalized stances on issues with these
insights (i.e. regional issues such as mining and coal energy or fracking). The electoral college
requires prospective candidate for the top executive position in the United States to respond to
the concerns of a majority of constituent stakeholders based on an intricate system of
governmental communications.
To this end, the purpose is to eliminate biases from populous states by providing a
majority voice in the presidential election. Thus, presidential hopefuls must craft a
communications strategy that the majority of voters will accept and engage with, constituents
serving as two-way communication with stakeholders to sufficiently fulfill their needs, just as a
corporation does in providing goods and services to their current and prospective stakeholders.
When people are divided, red from blue, the representative government reflects this
division through constituents communicating discord through votes, stalling the union. This
calls for a new motivation to overcome differences, finding compromise and consensus. The
first sentence states that perfection is not attainable, yet revolutionary “We” can insure
tranquility, common defense, general welfare and secure liberty to the polity’s posterity under
the Constitution. Nothing is possible between “We” without communication, and inclusion of
corporations as people of the polity empowers their constituent integration.
The decline in trust that people have in various political institutions steadily wanes in
both political leaders and the American voting public in general. Consequently, this creates an
atmosphere where people prefer straight-talking, plain-spoken leaders that offer simple solutions.
The use of technology in facilitating two-way communications to interact with diverse groups,
either for business or prospective voters, changes how both political and business
communications occur. The communication structure proposed with this study provides a
method for harnessing this trust for both corporations and politicians.
2020 Election
Donald J. Trump epitomizes a straight-talking, plain-spoken leader, then continues to
provide simple solutions to constituent concerns; consequently, in October 2020 alone, super
PAC total spending reached nearly $1.2 billion, spending $321 million more than the Trump
campaign (Center for Responsive Politics, 2020). The campaign’s use of social media
technology and news coverage to counter the electorate’s uncertainty using communications,
alleviating the dissatisfaction of the apathetic electorate (Center for Responsive Politics, 2020).
A Populist narrative becomes a conceptual basis of Trump’s 2016 victory, amplified by
his “Make American Great Again” nationalistic rhetoric call to action. Trump’s agenda
emphasis on constituents, balancing representative politics and the consistency of popular
opinion. Trump’s ability to accomplish this is through focusing communications on constituent
stakeholders in order to increase prominence. This novel approach to political communication
creates an interpretation of populist communications, disregarding previous agenda approaches.
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The messaging influences white, less educated working class, a substantial voting black which
also has the effect of marginalizing and discouraging minority, religious, cultural and ethnic
groups from voting.
Both Theodore Roosevelt and Andre Jackson utilize populist communication in their
respective campaigns, using “Let the people rule” as the call to action. All three presidents,
Trump, Roosevelt and Jackson, are able to form this communication strategy by addressing their
political stakeholders’ general concern without focusing on specifics. The same tact is apparent
with Hillary Clinton’s campaign, with messaging including “I’m with Her”, “Breaking Down
Barriers”, and “Stronger Together”, expressing weakness, creating either a positive or negative
choice, which implies a flood of undesirability with either choice. As a result, the American
polity withdraws from political communications that only provide vague, regulatory directions
from a political dynasty (possibly a Democratic party monopoly, in resemblance to the business
realm) finding solace in Trump’s anti-establishment messaging and presence.
“Make America Great Again” implies a lack of current aptitude, but the target audience is
the majority stakeholder seeking support at the time, broader than Clinton’s call to action to
smaller minorities of the populist. This presents a counterintuitive approach for a majority run
system. Yet, superficial analysis finds both approaches to favor an Ajzen tactic, using the
target’s informed behavior creates a stance particularly on Ethos, that appeals to the target’s
already known informed behavior. Therefore, the communication is a fruitful and effective
messaging strategy by aligning directly with the target before its reception due to the already
standing alignment support.
The total cost of the 2020 election distinctly come near $14 billion following a flood of
political donations and contributions, more than twice as expensive as the 2016 presidential
election; Joe Biden is the first candidate in history to raise $1 billion from donors, with President
Trump raising $596 as the incumbent which typically raises less than the challenging campaigns.
(Center for Responsive Politics, 2020). Even with the pandemic waiving in-person fundraisers
for virtual fundraising strategy using emails, texts and social media to communicate to the
electorate, individuals and business entities’ interests provide approximately $4.6 billion, up
from $3.4 billion during the 2016 cycle (Center for Responsive Politics, 2020).
538 electors across 50 states and Washington D.C. represent the American polity in
choosing the top executive. To win the presidency, candidate must receive 270 or more
Electoral College (EC) votes. Each state’s EC votes count is population based, for example
California (a Democratic state) has the most EC votes with 55, being the most populous state.
Texas (a Republican state) has 38 and Florida (a swing state, when political part preferences are
malleable between Democrat or Republican) has 29. Wyoming, North and South Dakota and
Montana each have 3. It is a “winner-take-all” system where the candidate who wins the
majority of the popular vote (direct constituent votes) in a state gains all the EC votes. In 2016,
Trump won Wisconsin, Florida, Pennsylvania, and Michigan by 1% over Hillary Clinton,
gaining 75 electoral votes from those states. 32 states allow “faithless electors”, allowing EC
voters to counter the popular vote majority. Despite this, a Supreme Court decision in July of
2016 prohibits “faithless electors” in order to preserve the integrity of the republic.
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According to The Center for Response Politics, total outside spending by Super PACs
account for 63% of election activity funds, nearly double the amount at the same point during the
2016 election. Future Forward, a new PAC, spent $106 million to support candidate Biden, $33
million of which a result of dark money groups, showing that spending from outside groups are
only partially disclosing the sources of at all-time highs funding. Conversely, a low of just 30%
of outside spending from groups and organizations that publicly disclose their donors is at a low
for full disclosure of their donors (Center for Responsive Politics, 2020).
For congressional races leading up to the June 23rd, 2020 Primary, candidate Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez, Democrat, raises $17.2 million and spent $13.5 against Republican challenger
John Cummings’ $9.5 million raised and $8.4 million spent (Center for Responsive Politics,
2020). The securities and investment industries supplement $74 million to Biden’s campaign,
while Trump’s reelection efforts saw $18 million (Center for Responsive Politics, 2020). In
general, business interests gave $4.6 billion, up from $3.4 billion through the 2016 election
cycle. Through mid-October, labor groups donated $175 million, making up only a fraction of
total campaign money.
The Center for Response Politics provides the following figures for dark money spending
in United States presidential elections:
2012: Presidential Election Dark Money Funding
Total: $143,858,227
For Democrats: $4,433,416
Against Democrats: $88,762,745
For Republicans: $33,021,249
Against Republican: $9,216,243
2016: Presidential Election Dark Money Funding
Total: $66,780,001
For Democrats: $2,988,479
Against Democrats: $32,058,280
For Republicans: $13,824,176
Against Republican: $17,305,913
The 2020 election proves more than twice as expensive as the 2016 election with more
spending than the previous two presidential elections combined. Joe Biden becomes the first
nominee in American history to raise $1 billion from donors, with then President Trump raising
$938, both through October 14th. Sarah Bryner, research director at the Center for Responsive
Politics states, “When Citizens United was decided 10 years ago, conservatives were the quickest
to jump on the newly permissible outside groups as a way to facilitate huge donations. Now,
liberal groups have more than made up the difference and are taking advantage of every
opportunity available to get their message out.” (Center for Responsive Politics, 2020). To this
end, the findings have important consequences for the broader domain of corporations using their
acquired personhood status and sometimes unlimited treasuries to influence the American polity.
Future Research
Future research with an empirical approach, building off of the conceptional approach
here will test the findings. A suggestion for further study is to follow a corporation’s new CSR
initiatives from offset, and observe how communication theory usage changes and adjusts to
stakeholder response. This will supplement an empirical evaluation of the conceptual study here,
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by potentially showing how effective the conceptual STANCE, CONNECTION, FRAME may
be to optimizing the communications of Corporation in the American Polity.
Proposed Corporate Communication Electioneering
The U.S. House of Representatives Office of the Clerk provides financial information for
disclosed monetary funding to congressional legislatures. Electioneering also arises here, where
candidates strategically construct a path to 270 electoral votes through likeminded electors. This
dictates how corporations shape their communications by determining best methods to connect
with consumer as previously outlined. It also depends on the benchmarks that corporations
engage in achieving, such as lobbying, CSR and contributions. As a result, the political process
involves corporations’ preferences empowered by their access to capital.
There are 538 electors across 50 states and Washington D.C. To win the presidency, a
candidate must receive 270 or more Electoral College (EC) votes. California (Democrat) has the
most EC votes, with 55, being the most Populus state. Texas (Republican) has 38 and Florida
(Swing) 29. Wyoming, North/South Dakota and Montana each have 3. It is a “winner takes all”
system where the candidate who wins the majority of the state’s popular vote gains all the EC
votes. In 2016, Trump won Wisconsin, Florida, Pennsylvania and Michigan by 1% over Hillary
Clinton, gaining 75 EC votes from these states. Despite this fact, a Supreme Court decision in
July of 2016 prohibits faithless electors, those who vote against statewide popular votes, bringing
the election process closer to a true democracy, away from a republic.
In other words, this is the system where communications must create a two-way
exchange with, in order to influence preferences.

Conclusion
Although not expressly stated in any reports or other corporate communications, creating
and fulfilling an accurate customer value proposition amounts to trust from a corporation’s or
politician’s targets and allows for influence because of this association of trust. Furthermore,
corporate communications such as CPA actions described, commerce performance in annual
reports, investor and government relations, are only a few types of internal or external
communications that find distribution through strategic storytelling. As a result, this
communications process is essential for establishing and maintaining a reputation that keep
customers or constituents engaged, allowing for influence.
The conceptual framework approach helps associate human behavior theories with
methods of how corporations craft communications that increase revenue and function as civic
participation with the polity where they conduct business. Corporate participation in the
American Polity begin with communications, a methodical approach for corporations to
communicate, yielding influence over civic policy determinations and commerce outcomes. To
summarize, the research provides a strategic approach for corporations to address political views
with stakeholders’ preferences, fueling a corporate strategy.
The transition of political focus from party ideology to issue-based concerns is an
unexpected consequence from the historical progression, beginning with the granting of equal
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protections and First Amendment rights of free speech to those deprived, to extending to legal
entities that are separate from its owners and employed composition. The BCRA/McCainFeingold solidifies this, leaving unlimited donations possible, with Citizens empowering PACs
with the 1st Amendment right of free speech, just as railroad companies track from slavery. The
discussion of political progression demonstrates how corporations are able to assume a prevalent
role in politics.
Employing the concept of Stance that relies on pathos to create an appeal to emotion,
Connection, focusing on Logos to support rational branding and overall identification, and Frame
to encapsulate corporate mindset all creates participation as citizens with vast resources and
substantial treasuries to employ them, Connection again by extension communicating the
preference of corporation, identifiable by standing concepts of social behavior. These concepts
structure communications utilizing these theories, to effectively interact with the polity
corporations share with human citizens, engagement that, covertly or overtly, influence the
political structure of the United States. This use of a conceptual framework allows for corporate
political engagement, which can lead to further significance with burgeoning Industry 4.0
technology.
A recommendation for further research is with new uses of technology that can increase
the reach and effectiveness of two-way communication. Specifically, exploration of how
emerging technology can improve interactions for mutual benefit. A potential approach for
further exploration is to follow a corporate CPA effort from onset, and monitor how
communications effect consumer action in real-time, as opposed to retrospectively, and also via
end of the year annual report data, and merge observations for potential observations.
Each concept provides insights to how corporate marketing and advertising
communications can apply psychological concepts to gain data insights, to better gauge
commercial customers and political constituents. Persuasion, Ajzen Theory, Design Theory
Stakeholder Theory and Storytelling are individual concepts with their own histories that when
condensed, construct the framework according to the irregular contour of components, each with
their own history. Influence is a central factor that relates to these theories, and together, these
concepts provide an interpretive approach to the social reality of how corporations communicate.
It helps to understand the process of how corporations interact with the American political
system by crafting and engaging with communications that promote their revenue and political
interests. As a result, it is created by the progression of corporations becoming people within the
polity, procuring the ability to communicate to other people within the polity.
Each concept provides insights to hos communicants can achieve specific results.
Persuasion, Ajzen Theory, Design Theory, Stakeholder Theory and Storytelling are individual
concepts that construct the framework. Influence is a central aspect of these theories and
together, these concepts provide an interpretive approach to the social reality of communications.
It helps in understanding the process of how corporations interact with the American polity by
discerning the how and why behind crafting and distributing communications. The framework
uses an interpretation of intentions to best deliver corporate messages. A shortcoming of the
framework is that it cannot ensure a particular outcome; while its basis is on how individuals and
corporations communicate, many other variables can affect the framework, such as unexpected
economic conditions, unfavorable political leaders, or even fickle consumer interests. The
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framework's development application of actual corporation's political engagement reports aids to
ensure the feasibility of its structure. The various discipline-oriented theories use as empirical
data helps build the conceptual framework of Stance, Connection, Frame, for communication
analysis. Metaphysics of the result allows for integration of the Industry 4.0 variable, and how
these finding can prove useful to the upcoming technological era.
The concept of corporations communicating to the polity, for corporate gain, is relative to
the theories discussed. This approach aids in understanding the individual approaches together
aids planning to resolve difficulties in communicating to the polity. This approach assists in
effectively communicating to stakeholders, or recognizing where communication fall short,
showing areas for improvement. The framework shows an interpretation of intentions. A
shortcoming of the framework is that it cannot ensure a particular outcome. While it is based on
how individuals and corporations communicate4, many other variables can affect the framework,
such as civil unrest, economic conditions, and technological innovation.
Metasynthesis of the concept data finds the exchange of ideas as central to the concept
theories presented. This new interpretation of corporate communications with the American
polity can potentially provide alternative insights to how corporations engage in the political
arena, using the Stance, Connection, Frame metasynthesis structure as a strategy of maintaining
stakeholder engagement with the corporation, extending into corporate and constituent civic
behavior. For this purpose, emerging technology, such as the discussed augmented reality
prospects may provide a useful method to measure, test and expand the exchange of ideas.
Applying corporations’ political engagement reports to the framework aids in its
substantiation. The various discipline-oriented theories approach use as empirical data helps
verify the conceptual framework of Stance, Connection, Frame, for verification. The
metaphysics of the results allows for considerations with Industry 4.0. as an opportunity to
enhance and create Blue Oceans for communications. This entire process is complex and
requires consistent attention, maintenance and modification by corporations attempting to extract
this data through communications. A corporation’s communications strategies ensure cohesion
of Corporations and the American Polity. This entire process is complex and requires consistent
attention, maintenance and modification. As a result, corporation’s communications strategies
ensure interconnection of Corporations and the American Polity.
A solitary solution for corporate communications addressing political points of view is
unlikely to exist. The research of multidisciplinary concepts creates a broad approach for many
potential situations, with an equally large number of solutions. Understanding methods for
communications, as either the corporation or political figure, is essential for finding value in
either sector. Distinguishing the concepts best suited to exchange with necessary targets is
important for establishing a communications standard to build a reputation with the target,
securing value for the corporation of politician. To this end, consistent communications
interactions to all stakeholders is important in maintaining positive performance.
This study presents a concept-based approach to establishing trust and delivering political
communications to the electorate. The result is a strategy lending guidance to both corporations
and politicians, creating a two-way communication mechanism with composition from known
communication and discourse approaches. Ultimately, this allows both disciplines to maintain
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actionable information to advance goals, reorganize approaches and evaluate standing
conditions. These conclusions will have valuable applications for corporate business and
political frames of reference.
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Figures
1. General Corporate Lobbying Process
pg. 56
Chart demonstrating general lobbying for the process, starting from a corporation’s perspective.
2. In-House Lobbyists
Survey results of in-house lobbyists about reasons for establishing a lobbying force in
Washington, D.C.

pg. 56

3. 2012 Election Cycle
pg. 57
Shows reported numbers of corporations that utilize lobbying communications, dollar amounts,
and disclosed funds.
4. Corporate Social Responsibility
pg. 57
CSR as a centerpiece for establishing Availability, Engagement, Meaningfulness, Security,
Results and Outreach between a Corporation and Stakeholders, to establish Trust
5. Customer Value Proposition
pg. 58
Represents how offerings must match a target customer’s needs, solving a problem for that
customer.
6. Freedom of Speech
pg. 59
Represents the First Amendment of the United States Constitution, which corporations possess
as citizens of the United States through a process of state, federal and Supreme Court legal
decisions.
7. Lobbying Industries
pg. 60
Leading lobbying industries in the United States in 2019, by total lobbying spending.
8. Corporate Political Engagement
pg. 61
Matches reports to theories, types of corporate political activity used, and notable attributes from
the report.
9. Stance Connection Frame
pg. 62
Evaluation of chosen political engagement reports with the proposed framework from presented
research.
10. Stance Connection Frame
pg. 63
Evaluation of remaining chosen political engagement reports with the proposed framework from
presented research.
11. Findings
pg. 64
Findings from researching Corporations and the Polity, with methodical progression of the
process found through the research process.
12. Appendix I
Proposed survey to citizen constituents on preferred communication interactions.
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Figure 1:

Figure 1- Corporate Political Engagement: General Corporate Lobbying Process

Figure 2:

Figure 2 - Survey results of in-house lobbyists (Adapted from Drutman, 2017)
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Figure 3:

Figure 3- 2012 Election Cycle Lobbying. (Adapted from Drutman, 2017)

Figure 4:

Figure 4- Adapted from Chaudry, 2019
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Figure 5:

Figure 5- The Elements of a Successful Business Model (Porter et al., HBR's 10 must reads: on strategy 2011)
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Figure 6:

Figure 6- U.S. Const. amend. I
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Figure 7:

Figure 7- Leading lobbying industries in the United States in 2019, by total lobbying spending (opensecrts.org- Leading lobbying
industries in the United States in 2019, by total lobbying spending Statista 2020)
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Figure 8:
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Figure 9:
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Figure 10:
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Appendix I. Possible Survey to customers to craft communications accordingly
End Goal: Solidify a Stance, Connection & Frame
This is an example of a survey that can support the Stance, Connection, Frame method. Ajzen,
Design and Stakeholder theories provide support for approaches to discovering integral
information that facilitates the exchange of information between stakeholders for key
information to make business decisions.
Section 1 will help determine the target groups stance, showing the informed behavior that
influences the group based on the general character/guiding beliefs, the Ethos, of the group.
Section 2 establishes a group problem-solving approach to forming a connection with the target
group based on Logos, allowing for discovery, discussion and planning for the target group.
Section 3 provides the frame for the communication strategy, building on Pathos of the
interaction between the corporation and its stakeholders, yielding a foundation for the
implementation of a custom stakeholder theory.
1. Ajzen Theory (Ethos – Stance): Informed Behavior (position, other people doing it,
therefore I should too)
2. Design Theory (Logos – Connection): Group Problem Solving (discover, discuss, plan)
3. Stakeholder Theory (Pathos – Frame): Interaction between Company and Groups
(practical, ethical and efficient)
Business Survey to Gain Insight from Stakeholders
Scale- Please use when indicated by a question:
0- Will Not Happen
1- Highly Unlikely
3- Uncertain/Either, Or 4- Very Likely

2- Might Consider
5- Definite

1. Ajzen/Informed Behavior Questions
a. How likely are you to follow the political positions of your family/friends? 0-5
b. How likely are you to change your political positions based on a company’s views
expressed through marketing/materials? 0-5
c. How likely are you to change your political position based on a company’s
marketing/messaging? 0-5
d. Can you recall any specific company advertisements or messaging promotion a political
position? Yes/No
i.
If so, please share the company (as many as you can think of affirmatively)
2. Design Theory/Group Problem Solving Questions
a. Has a politician (state, local, and/or national) ever contacted you (including their staff,
volunteers, etc.) ever contacted you for your opinion on an issue (NOT simply a “Vote for
me solicitation)? Yes/No
b. Has your local politician communicated with you in any type of medium regarding how
best to meet your community needs during the COVID Pandemic? Yes/No
i.
If yes, what type of communication?
ii.
If yes, did it ultimately solve/lessen your problem?
c. Do you believe a mobile application for sending local & state level politicians’ feedback
about government services (i.e. infrastructure, police, sanitation, etc.) would be useful for
alleviating problems? Yes/No
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3. Stakeholder Theory/Interaction Between Company and Groups
a. Should corporations be involved in improving society (i.e. solutions to crime, poverty,
promote local/state recycling, etc.)? Yes/No
b. Are you aware of any corporate involvement in any political affairs/manners? Yes/No
i.
If yes, does this corporate action motivate you to do business with this company?
Yes/No/Not a factor
c. Do corporations’ position and/or advertise products in line with political ideologies?
Yes/No/Unsure
i.
If yes, can you identify any corporations that have used this tact (as many as
possible)
General Opinion Question not associate with a TheoryShould corporations have a/any voice in politics (i.e. funding campaigns, advertising for
candidate, promoting causes, etc.)?
Optional QuestionPlease share any perspectives not covered regarding corporations noticeably participations in
government. 500-character limit
Not Part of SurveyThe purpose of the survey is to obtain actionable feedback for how citizen constituents prefer to
conduct communications, and therefore, optimize an approach that can best accommodate the
commercial and societal interests of all parties.
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